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In Our 100th Year
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Waiting Lines Reported
At Local Polling Places
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Most Calloway County citizens
wishing to cast their votes this morning
had to wait in line to do so, according to
rand= reports from several city and
county precincts.
Voting was proceeding at a brisk rate
locally considering the length of the
ballot, said to be one of the longest in
Kentucky's history.
Calloway County Clerk Marvin
---Harriraadd that today's voting was
"going good" and judging from what he
had seen so far this morning, hesgspected a "medium" voter turnout
throughout the day.
Voting in precinct 1 at the courthouse
was said to be "pretty good" by poll
worker Freda Butterworth. At 10:45
a.m., 114 voters had signed the
registration books there.
According to Stanford Andrus, 11
worker, voters had to wait in
vote since around 8 a.m. at precinct 2's
polling place, City Hall. At 11 a.m., 142
people had cast votes there.
Voting at precinct 6 had gone
smoothly, according to poll worker
Agnes Watson. Precinct 6 votes at the
Pogue Library on the Murray State
University campus. The 100th voter
passed through about 9:45 a.m.
Mrs. Ellis Paschall, working the polls
at Hazel City Hall, said that that
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VOTING — Locally, voter turnout
has been reasonably good today, according to several Calloway County
precinct workers. (Above) Euva
Alexander signs the registration book
prior to voting at precinct six. Precinct workers Irma lafollette (left) and
Agnes, Watson attend to the books.
(Right) Turnout at precinct 6's polling
place, the Pogue library, was such
that the 100th voter went to the
booth at 9:45 a.m.

Court Says No
To Tax Breaks

Staff Photos By Matt Sanders

By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— The Supreme
Court, by a 6-3 vote, ruled today that
states may not give tax breaks to
parents who send their children to
private schools.
The justices struck down a New
Jersey law that had given state taxpayers a $1,000 tax deduction for each
child in a nonpublig_elementary or
secondary school.
Two lower courts ruled that the state
law, passed in 1976, violated the constitutionally required separation of
church and state because most of New
Jersey's private schools are religiously
affiliated.
• Without bothering to hear arguments
in the case, the justices today upheld
the lower court decisions.
U.S. District Judge H. Curtis Meanor,
acting in early 1978 on a challenge filed
by several organizations, ruled that the
law was an impermissible infringement
of the Constitution's First Amendment.
paign early and issued detailed position
The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
papers on various issues. "A lot of
last Jan. 12 unanimously, upheld
candidates have talked vaguely about
Meanor's ruling.
the issues but I have been the one to
Citing a 1973 Supreme Court ruling
-give clear solutions," he said. He ad-t. that struck down
New York's provision
ded, "I have not indulged in the lastof tax breaks for parents of children in
minute charges that have dominated
nonpublic schools as well as direct
the last week of this campaign."
grants to private schools, the appeals
Sloane planned to vote this morning
court said the New Jersey law "is not a
in Louisville, stop at several local
neutral approach to religion."
precincts and visit Owensboro and
Other actions by the court announced
Lexington before returning to his
today were:
election night headquarters at Stoutfers
on Broadway in Louisville.
See COURT,

Extensive Campaign Trips And
Flying Charges Wind Up Primary
By The Aasoeiated Press
The fight continued to the finish in the
Democratic primary for governor, with
several candidates making extensive
campaign trips and charges continuing
to fly.
Republican former Gov. Louie Nunn
and his chief rival for the GOP
nomination, Ray White of Bowling
Green, had no campaign trips
scheduled Sunday. They were to vote in
their home towns today before returning to their Louisville headquarters.
Hubbard
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard held a
string of news conferences Monday in
western Kentucky, predicting victory
and charging that a probe of alleged
campaign finance violations was "a
vicious, libelous, slanderous effort" to
defeat him Tuesday. A rally at his
hometown of Mayfield was last on the
day's schedule.
He said at Bowling Green, "There is
no problem whatsoever. I have never
accepted any illegal. contributions."
r The Graves County commonwealth's
attorney, notified by the Kentucky
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chance of showers
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a chance of showers by
morning. Lows in the low to mid
80s. Mostly cloudy with a good
chance of showers and thunderstorms' Wednesday. Highs in
the low 80s.

Registry of Election Finance that there
were grounds to believe violations
occurred in connection with Hubbard's
campaign, said the allegations will be
brought before a grand jury. Hubbard
charged the probe was instigated by the
administration of Gov. Julian Carroll,
who backs Terry McBrayer. The
registry denies the allegations were
intended to be made public,befpuethe
primary.
Hubbard's headquarters said he also
talked about his programs for tax
relief,
government
efficiency,
education, energy, senior citizens and
law enforcement, and re-emphasized
opposition to the Equal Rights
Amendment- and abortion. Hubbard
planned to vote today at Mayfield and
campaign in Paducah before returning
to Louisville, where his election night
headquarters is set up at the Executive
Inn West.
McBrayer
Former state Commerce Commissioner Terry McBrayer campaigned by helicopter Monday, visiting
Lexington and Scott, Harrison,
Bourbon, Nicholas, Mason, Fleming,
Bath, Rowan, Carter, Lewis and Boyd
counties. The Greenup County native
then attended-it-7 p.m. closeout rally in
his homeltounty.
McBrayer was schedulecTio 'vote at
9:30 a.m. today in Lexington and visit
• 4firecincts in Lexington and Greenup
County before traveling to Louisville.
His election night headquarters is at the
Bluegrass Convention Center, Ramada
Inn.Hurstborne, Louisville.
Brown
John Y. Brown Jr. held lastday
meetings at his Louisville headquarters
and made campaign stops in Campbellsville and Bowling Green. He
planned to campaign in several precincts after voting today. Brown's
election night headquarters is, at the
Hyatt-.Regency in Louisville.
Sloane

Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane visited northern Kentucky and
Lexington before • returning to
Louisville for a rally and canvassing of
several precincts Monday. He held a
news conference at Lexington where he
emphasized that he began his cam-

Stovall
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall campaigned
in Jefferson County and attended a west
end Louisville rally Monday night.
She planned to vote at 8 a.m. today in
Louisville and visit key precincts in the
county after that. Her election flight
headquarters is on the second floor of
the Convention Center on the River City
Mall in Louisville.

Applications For Miss
Calloway County Fair
r..
Queen Being Taken
Applications for Miss Calloway
County Fair Queen contest to be held
Friday, July 13, in Lovett Auditorium.
are now being accepted.
Eligible are unmarried juniors and
seniors of Murray High School and
Calloway County High School.
Profits -from the event which is
sponsored by the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club are used to
finance the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship which is awarded annually
to a student of elementary education.
The form printed on page 12 of
today's Murray Ledger & Times and a
picture (billfold size) should be mailed
or brought to Mary Ann Russell, 1503
Sycamore, no later than June 18
Pictures will be returned. Before the
end of school, Calloway County High
girls may give picture end form to Jane
Sisk. The first 25 entrants will be accepted.

For further information, call Mrs
Russell at 753-2832 or Mrs. Sick at 753%89.
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precinct had had voters waiting in line
since around 9:30 a.m. At 10:30, 170 had
cast votes there.
Providence precinct also reported a
"pretty good" turnout, according to
poll worker Iva Mae Albritten. This
precinct, which votes at Herndon Seed
Mill, had counted 92 voters at 10:30 a.m.
One local voter, Joanne Roberts, who
was scheduled to undergo major
surgery_at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital this morning, got a
leave from the hospital to vote. She was
the first voter at 6 a.m. at the Courthouse.
Statewide, balloting was heavier than
normal in some cities and lighter in
others today as Kentuckians selected
their nominees for governor and eight
other statewide offices.
Most of the focus was on the
Democratic gubernatorial primary,
which attracted John Y. Brown Jr.,
former fried chicken king; former
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane; U.
Gov. Thelma Stovall; U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard; Terry McBrayer, former
state commerce commissioner; and
three minor candidates.
A spot check in Jefferson County
showed a varying turnout and a few
instances in which voting machines
failed to work.
The turnout was twice as heavy as
normal .during the early hours at one
precinct where 20 persons had cast
ballots by 7:30 a.m. The precinct
captain said the showing "was
probably because of the good weather
and also because it's such a large
ballot."
Approximately 10 percent of the
expected vote had been cast by midmorning in Frankfort.
Sheriff Ted Collins said in several
instances candidates had to be warned
about electioneering too close to the
poll. State law forbids such activity
within 50 feet.
Collins also said voting machines had
broken down in two precincts.
Voting was light at the 12 polling

places in Simpson County; Warren
County had a light showing but in
Bowling Green the voting was listed as
moderate to heavy. The city was
holding its first primary for mayor in 14
years. Nine candidates also were
running for the four seats on the city
commission.
There was good voter participation in
Clark County. In some precincts, seven
or eight voters were standing in line to
cast their ballots.
Balloting was light in Allen and
Butler counties and in Harlan County,
which has 21,000 registered voters.
Officials said, however, they expected
less than 50 percent to take part.
Moderate to heavy voting was
recorded in Christian County, with
19,000 plus registered.
County Clerk Tommy Morris said the
turnout was heavier than he expected.
Voting was light in Todd County and
observers said farmers "apparently
are using the good weather to catch up
on their work. They've been.behind for
weeks."
Trigg County, officials said their
turnout was heavier than usual and the
same report came from Caldwell
County.

Siphoning Gasoline
From Truck Results
In Arrests Of Two
It was a quiet holiday weekend in
Calloway County except for two persons arrested by the Murray City Police
Monday night for siphoning gasoline
from Flavo-Rich trucks at the Ryan
Milk Co., according to a police
spokesman.
Billy Russell Riley, 18, and a juvenile
were charged with theft by unlawful
taking under $100, the spokesman said.
Both were lodged in the Calloway
County Jail, the spokesman added.

FAA To Ground DC-10s
After Crash Investigation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
The eight U.S. airlines flying DC-10s
Aviation Administration will ground all
were told by the FAA Monday to inspect
U.S.-registered DC-10 aircraft because
engine mounts on 134 of the jetliners.
of "metal fatigue" as a result of the
The inspections were to have been
investigation into Friday's crash of an
completed by 2 a.m. CDT today.
American Airlines plane that took At
The inspection orders came as
least 273 lives, reliable sources
government investigators continued
reported today..
their search for the cause of Friday's
crash in Chicago, which was the
The announcement was to be made at
nation's worst aviatien disaster.
an early afternoon news conference by
FAA Administrator Langhorne M. ' Bond ordered the inspections of the
wide-bodied,three-engine aircraft after
Bond, said ttse sources, who declined to
investigators found that one of the
be named.
small bolts attaching the engines to the
"Metal fatigue" implies a weakening
plane's wings through connecting
of metal parts or structures because of
pylons broke just before the crash.
extended use, vibration, faulty
Investigators at the scene said
manufacture or other stress.
Monday it was uncertain whether the
The sources could not say when the
bolt or the aft bulkhead of the pylon had
order would be effective.
failed first.

Anita J. Thomas Named '1979
Kentucky Secretary Of The Year
Anita
J. Thomas, Certified
Professional Secretary, was named the
"1979 Kentucky Secretary of the Year"
by the Kentucky Division of The
National Secretaries Association
(International), (NSA) during the
division's 27th annual meeting held at
Fort Mitchell on May 25-27.

Anita J. Thomas
Mrs. Thomas was chosen by a panel
representing
of three judges
management, education and the
secretarial field. In addition to
background scores, which are determined on the basis of education,-CPS
certification, business experience, l'ISA
activities, and other contributions, at*

panel of judges considered the candidate's appearance, poise and the
ability to answer three questions.
Mrs. Thomas is secretary to Dr.
Richard Gray, vice president for administrative services at Murray State
University. She is a charter member of
the Murray chapter, having served as
vice president, president elect and
president, as chairman ef the Kentucky
Division CPS Service Committee, and
as chairman and member of numerous
other chapter committees.
Mrs. Thomas is a graduate of Murray
College High and graduated from
Murray State University, receiving a
B.S. degree in business with an area in
office management. Before working for
Dr. Gray, she worked in the same
position with Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, now serving as executive
director of the Murray State University
Foundation.
Mrs. Thomas is married to Edward
A. Thomas, manager of information
systems in the computing and information center at Murray State, and
they have two sons, Eric Anthony and
Stephen peel. She is a member of the
Seventh find Poplar Church of Cbrist.,
Following her seleCtion as the 1979
Division SOTY, Mrs. Thomas was
presented with gifts from the division
by Mrs. Mary Ellen Pfost, CPS,
division president, from Paducah,

assisted by Mrs. Faye C. Wells, CPS,
from Murray. Mrs. Wells is the immediate past Kentucky Secretary of the
Year, and spoke on "Reflections of the
Year" at the Division SOTY Luncheon,
held on Saturday, May 26, in honor of
Mrs. Thomas. On Saturday evening, a
reception was given by members of the
Murray chapter of NSA honoring Mrs.
Thomas.
Other involvement by Murray
chapter members included:
Report by Mrs. Mia Wilson, chapter
president and a member of the Kentucky Division board of directors; _
Report and presentation of the
Certified Professional Secretaries for
1978 by Miss Joyce Wooden, the
Division CPS Service Committee
chairman; and
Receipt of the Lamp of Learning,
which was given to CPSs receiving
certification in 1978, by Mrs. Mayre
Briggs, CPS.
Members of the Murray chapter who
attended the Kentucky Division annual.
meeting were Mrs. Mayre Briggs, CPS;
Mrs. Jean Fleming; Mrs. Joyce Haley;
Miss Doris Rowland, CPS; Mrs. Ann
Spann; Mrs. Anita Thomas, CPS; Mrs.
Faye Wells, CPS; Mrs. Mia Wilson; and
Miss Joyce Wooden.
Total attendance at the annual
meeting, representing the 632 members
from across the state, nurbered 106
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:Ir. and Mrs. Maurice F. Crass, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Crass, Sr., will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversarron
Saturday, June 2, at the home of a son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass,2100 Gatesboro Circle, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 5 p.m. The hosts and hostesses for the occasion
will be their children and grandchildren.
The couple was married June 2, 1929, at the First Methodist
Church, Paris. Tenn., with their attendants being Regeina
Bell and Ralph Timmons.
Mrs. Crass, the former Martha Maddox, is the daughter of
the late Ray Maddox and Birdie Barnes Maddox of Murray.
• Mr. Crass is the son of the late Frank Crass and Nannie
Metcalf Crass of Paris, Tenn:, and Murray.
The couple was in the furniture business in Murray until
their retirement in 1962. They now reside on Kentucky Lake
during the summer and in Naples, Fla., during thtr'winter.
They attend the Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church.
They have two sons,Sam Crass and wife, the former Nancy
Westerfield, LaGrange, and A. B. Crass and wife,the former
Sally Jones, Murray. One son, Maurice F. Crass, Jr., is
deceased, but his wife, the former Jo Lester, resides in
Murray and will be assisting in the receptir.
Their grandchildren are Karen and Cathy Crass,
LaGrange, Mrs. Mark (Gay), Robison, Louisville, Gary
Crass, Mrs. Eddie 1..aurie) Rollins, and Susan Crass,
Murray.

Tonite Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
All Seats $1.50
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Stiff from arthritis

0

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I had
a complete physical exam
two years ago and the doctqr
found that I have arthritis of
the spine. He gave me pills
for the pain and a series of
exercises to follow. I've been
very pleased because my
condition has improved. I no
longer have the pains I used
to have and I no Longer take
pills. I do continue to do the
exercises and I'm quite
active.
I'm concerned because
my spine doesn't bend very
much because of the
arthritis. It's made the
joints calcified and I'm not
very flexible although I try
to bend and stretch with the
exercises. Is it possible to
break up the calcium deposits in any way so the joints
could again function somewhat like they used to? I'm a
48-year-old man and have
suffered-with arthritis for
about 12 years. I don't care
how long it takes but if it is
possible to be more flexible,
I'd like to work toward that
goal.
DEAR READER — Your
story sounds like you have a
special form of rheumatoid
arthritis that involves the
spine. It's particularly aptlo
ocCur in young men. It may
not be associated with
arthritis of other joints although that's not a set rule.
It does behave a little bit
different than the usual variety of rheumatoid arthritis.
However, I'm sending you
The Health Letter number 411, Rheumatoid Arthritis, to
give you more information

on this problem as it's related to your condition and
the letter contains some
vconunents about rheumatoid arthritis of the spine.
Other readers who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
It sounds like the treatment your doctor has given
you has been very good.
Being pain free and being
able to be active is an important achievement.
It's often impossible to
avoid the spine becoming
stiff and fused, regardless of
what you do. Your best route
to maintaining flexibility is
through exercises. If a physical medicine department is
available to you in your
•eornmunity. you might see a
specialist in physical medicine_ and phyotherapy for
additional advice and consultation about the forms of
exercises that can be used to
maintain as normal function
as possible.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have asked my doctor this
very personal question but 1
would like a second opinion.
I'm in my late 40s and in the
menopause stage. I don't
have any problems but I'm
very nervous about birth
control at this time in my
life. I need to know when
contraceptives are no longer
necessary.
DEAR READER — Many
women in this stage of life

have that same question. It's
a very sensible question because there are so many
complications and undesirable features to birth control
itself. If you're not likely to
get pregnant anyway,
there's not much reason to
live with these problems.
The difficulty is in saying
specifically in an individual's case that she will no
longer get pregnant. Some
doctors say that when a
woman has finished the
menopause and gone at least
a year without any period
that she is most unlikely to
get pregnant. If you want to
be safe you probably should
extend this period to two
years after the last period. If
you want to shorten that
interval, you ought to see a
doctor and let hipi examine
you and give you his opinion
as related to your specific
case. Finally, there du not
seem to be any reliable
records of any woman getting pregnant after age 57.

Mary. Oaken
Is Elected
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Mary Ray Oaken of Cadiz, a
commissioner on Kentucky's
Utility Regulatory Commission, has been elected first
vice
president of the
Southeastern Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners.
That puts her in line for the
presidency next—year. The
association will hold its 1981
convention in Louisville.
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By Abigail Van Buren

'Cure' for Baldness
Or Just Balderdash?
DEAR ABBY: I just heard that a scientist in Budapest,
Hungary, recently came up with a„formula that will actually
grow hair on bald heads! They claim that this miracle lotion,
which is a combination of herbs and chemicals, not only
-restores hair on bald heads, it also prevents people who
have hair from losing iti This sounds too good to be true.
I'm told that the Budapest shopkeepers sold out their first
shipment to some very cynical customers; when, a week
later, the stuff started to show results, word got around and
the shopkeepers had to call the police to keep the rioting
customers from breaking down the doors.
Have you heard anything about this product?
INTERESTED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR INTERESTED: Yes, I've heard those hair-raising
reports, but I'm skeptical.
If this product from Hungary is not also from hunger, it
s will be marketed all over the world.

Mark Paschall
.153-4802

BRIDAL SHOWER
Ann's Pate
Cheese Tray
Assorted Breads
Punch
Ice Cream
Brownies
ANN'S PATE
A cinch to make.
1 pound chicken livers
3.4 cup(
quarter-pound
sticks) butter, soft
1 medium onion, chopped
medium-fine
44 teaspoon salt
- 44-teaspoon pepper
1 teaspooripOilaa - I teaspoon curry powder
/
1
4 cup brandy
Coarsely cut livers, discarding center membranes. In
a 10-inch skillet melt '2 cup of
the butter; add liver, onion,
salt, pepper, paprika and curry
powder. Cook over moderate
heat, stirring often, just until
livers are cooked through —
about 10 minutes. Turn into an
electric blender with the
brandy;
whirl
at - high
speed, stopping as necessary to
stir down, until smooth. +This
takes a fair amount of time.)
Turn into a bowl and with a
spoon beat in the remaining L4
cup butter, bit by bit. Pack into
1 or 2 crocks, cover tightly and
chill. May be kept refrigerated
for about 5 days. Makes about
2,4 cups. Adapted from "The
Joy/ of Giving Homemade
od" by Ann Seranne
,McKay).
•

PADUCAH PATIENT
Billy Outland of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob E. Hays-or 805 VineStreet, Murray, will
celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Friday, June 1.
They were married on that -date in 1954 at the home on
South Ninth Street, Murray, by the late Rev. H. P.
Blankenship. Their attendants were Jerry Don Lavender and
Dorthy Farris Lavender.
Mrs. Hays is the daughter of the late George Marshall and
Mrs. Lorena Marshall of Murray. Mr. Hays is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Porter B. Hays.
•
They are the parents of three children—Philip Marc Hays
of Nashville, Tenn., and Dan Marshall Hays and Donna
Marsha Hays of Murray. They have one grandchild, Michelle
Lynn Hays.
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Listed
Dismissals
James B. Albright, Rt. 1,
Hickory, Mrs. Dorothy V.
Bullard, RL---1-Bi. 253P,
Murray, Timothy D. Young,
Rt. 1, Almo, Julie A. Dotson,
820 Brand SC _Mayfield, Harry
W. Weatherly Jr., 510 S. 6th,
Murray, Michael A. Coy, 703
S. 9th, Murray, Mrs. Karen K.

Cooley, Rt. 2, Wingo, Otis Mayfield, Lisa K. Cleaver, Rt. Oakley, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs.
Woods, 1614 Belmont, Murray, 1, Almo, Mrs. Freda V. Elkins, Amy 0. Barnett, 309 S. 15th,
Mrs. Teresa J. Norsworthy. 108 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Murray, Hassell Shelton, 511
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 97,_ Rosa lee Badger, Rt. 2 Si. 138, S. 6th, Murray, Mrs. Dona
Mayfield,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Mary Holland, Rt. 1, Alrno, Mrs.
Winchester, Rt. 7, Mayfield, 0. Taylor, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Lona B. Love, 738 Nash,
Mrs.. Sylvia .WaLson, Rt. 1, Birdie D. Parker, 407 N. 10th, Murray, Mrs. Fedelia Grogan,
Clinton, Gary W. Edwards, Murray, Mrs. Doyle 0. P.O. Bx. 544, Murray.
Zimmerman Apt!., Murray;--Kathy J. Trudeau, 1105
Brown, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
SOIARON CARUSO, litaitepor Jackie Illeatkerfera, Reservatioailt
Alicia W. Byrn, 516 S. 7th,
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711 Main St., Murray

Loeat Agent Reports-- -

OPEN 9 AM

Special Clea.ning Aids
For Homes, Businesses

From The Desk Of
Jean W. Cloar
DEAR ABBY: PUZZLED IN MANHATTAN wrotei"I'm
County Extension Agent
sure you.vrd of Peeping Toms. but I'll bet you've/never
For Home Economics
heard of a }'ping Tina. Tina is my wife. We have a view of
Cleaning Furniture Woods
largc apartment house from our bedroom windCw, and
Commercial Cleaners Tina loves tilstand in the dark and watch min undress. Is
These come in cream and
something jVrong with her?"
You replied, "Such curiosity is considered normal in liquid forms. Some only clean
away the soil' others clean and
adolescents, but your wife should have outgrown it by now
Abby. I've lived in high-rise apartments for years, as do polish at the same time. The
clean-and-polish
liquid
many of my friends, and we all enjoy the game of "neighbor
watching." As a matter of fact, a pair of binoculars by the creams are good for oilwindow is standard equipment for every apartment.
finished furniture.
I am in my 30s and my frienda_are in their 50s and we
„Homemade Cleaner - To a
aren't considered adolescents.
quart of very hot water, add 3
LOVES TO LOOK IN SANHATTAN tablespoons of boiled linseed
buy only linseed oil
oil
DEAR LOVES: Whatever happened jo the right to
"boiled") and 1 or 2
labeled
privacy? Or do you go with the theory that people who undress with the shades up are closet exhibitionists? Granted tablespoons or gum turpentine. Dip a soft cloth into
there is a touch of the voyeur in all of us— but binoculars bi
the cleaner • (you will need
the windows? Aw, c'mon!
rubber gloves) and wring it
DEAR ABBY: Why do fellows say. "I'll call you.- and then
out quite dry. Rub the wood
you never hear from them again?
well to remove soil, then
This has happened to me and a lot of my girlfriends so polish with another clean,
often it's not even funny.
lintless cloth. ( Keep the
HURT IN KOKOMO solution hot in a double boiler.
7
Never place it directly over a
DEAR HURT: Some fellows say,/"Ell call you." because
flame.)
they think that's what most girls wsint to hear. And they 're
Soap or Detergent and
right. But it has about aa much meaning as, "See you
Water - Make a suds of warm
around," or. "Let's get together sometime.
water and mild soap or
The next time a fellow says, "I'll call you," if you want to
detergent. Wash,a small area
shake him up, say, "Terrific. When?"
at a time with a soft cloth
„,,J„a:AR ABBY: Please settle an argument between ni%
wrung as dry as possible. Go
husband and me. He says that my sister's husband is HIS
over the area with another
brother-in-law. I say that my sister's husband is MY brother
cloth or natural sponge wrung
in-law, but he isn't my husband's brother in-law. He is my
out of clean, warm water,then
husband's-tiger-in-law's husband.- Who's right.?
dry with a soft cloth. Follow
SAN CLEMENTE
with polish or wax.
Before you use this cleaner,
DEAR SAN: Webster defines "brother-in-law" as
be sure you know the finish on
follows: 11 the brother of one's husband or wife; 21 the has
band of one's sister; 31 the husband of the sister of one's wife
the piece of furniture. Some
or husband. So your husband is right.
finishes are water-resistant
and will not be harmed by
soap or detergent and water.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest
Finishes such as spar varnish,
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700;
Los penetrating seals, and oil
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
finish can usually be sucenvelope.
cessfully cleaned in this
41, manner. However, water wily
damage such finishes as
Aeliac and regular varnish.
Flax or Unsnap - Follow
instructions ,given on the
container.
4 *- Waxing And Polishing
Call'
Paste Wax - Put about a
tablespoon of paste furniture
wax on a thick piece of cloth
and fold up the edges around
the wax. Rub the cloth on the
surface. Soon the heat formed
by rubbing lets a thin film of
the wax filter through the

Tobacco Plan!: For Sale •
' Burley and Dark

Murray Couple Is
Married 25 Years

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

DLWOMAN NEED,

V

Anniversary Event
Planned Saturday

ICAPP 111

PAGI

cloth onto the furniture surface.
Coat the whole piece and let
it dry until the surface
becomes dull and cloudy
(about 20 minutes). Then buff
with a soft woolen cloth. For
much-uSed surfaces such as
table tops and for added
protection, you may want to
apply two et. three coats of
wax one after the other. Buff
after each application to
prevent the surface from
being cloudy.
Homemade Cleaning Polish
- To 1 cup of hot water, add 1
tablespoon mild detergent, 3
tablespoons boiled linseed oil,
2 tablespoons turpentine, 1
tablespoon
vinegar,
1
tablespoon very fine pumice.
Shake well and apply with a
soft cloth. Remove excess
with a clean, soft cloth. Polish
across the grain of the wood,
then with the grain. Continue
until fingermarks do not show
when you touch the surface.
Silicone Polishes - Commercial polishes containing
silicones produce a protective
film similar to paste wax.
Follow the directions on the
label.
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HOTELS CRUISES RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
-

Siziiin' Sirloin

Welk Dinner

MONDAY
Chopped Steak
Dinner

u_
2

2

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
Sleek Dinner

Then each day you ye got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast
any Drink and a top to our Soup n
, SaladTrar

79

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

2

Murray

Medals as Display

TWO CAR SPECIAL

'2,79000

Completely Erected t
Concrete Floor
Plat Freight F. Tor

NAM
ADOOISS

Sack Fin:acing

502-522-6488

3

Bel-Air Center

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE URGE YOU-TO COMPARE
ANY KIND — ANYWHERE — ANYTIME

Neil Coupon or
Coll Collect

1

Quality that keeps you condo'back.

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES

•

2
0

TUESDAY

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT

WO

•

PHONE
NEST TIME TO Sit

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P0 Rol 669. Hwy 68 West — Cadiz,Ky -PH 1.602-6224488
"Oath Crefher
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Golden Anniversary
Celebration Sunday
eierw

COM MUNITY
CAT ENT)AR

Independence UMW
'

Marcy
Ledger run«

Hears Program By

edelAAE

Tuesday, May 2111
Friday, June 1
Tuesday, May 2$
Murray TOPS ( take off
Reservations by Rangers
Auditions for "To Kill A
pounds sensibly) Club is Mockingbird" by the Murray- and Rangerettes of Woodmen
scheduled to meet at the. Calloway County Community of the World for bus trip to
St.
Maurits Burkeen presented
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Theatre will be held from 3:30 Louis, Mo., on June 22 must be the program on the theme,
to 7 p.m. at the Calloway made by today.
"What Can I Do," at the
Christian
Women's County Public Library.
meeting of the Independence
Fellowship of First Christian
An Aesthetic education United Methodist Church
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
workshop for teachers, Women held May 10 at the
the church library with Marie
supervisors and principals of church.
Meeti
Murra
ng
yof
Taylor, pianist, to present the
The program was primarily
Calloway County Senior kindergarten through 6th
program.
Citizens Advisory Board has grade will be held at Brandon for the officers of the UMW.
"Animal Sounds Concert" been changed to June 5 due to Springs, Land Between the She listed some of the things
will be featured at 3 p.m.
Lakes. For information call the UMW could do by working
at the Primary Election.
in the world, the local comCenter Station, Land Between
762-2508.
the Lakes.
munity, and through the
global
ministry of the church.
Exhibi
ts
Eagle
in
Galler
y,
Wednesday, May 30
Mrs. Burkeen explained the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Diabetes
and
Blood Fine Arts Center, Murray
Woodmen of the World, will Pressure Check will be held at State University, to open purposes of the UMW and the
missions-Christian
meet at the home of Donna Douglas Community Center today include print exhibit by four
Garland at 7 p.m.
for any persons over 60 years Carol Homan, Fairfield, Ill., Global Concerns, social inof age at 10 a.m. Please do not and a show in graphic design volvement, supportive
Dexter Senior Citizens will
eat breakfast if planning to by Glenda Russell, Paducah, community, and Christian
not meet due to the Primary
through June 8; and- personhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wilma Barnett
have the check.
Election.
The president, Mrs. Inez
photographic show of 80
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wilma Barnett of Hardin Route 1 will
Hopkins, presided. Reports
Wednesday, May 30
photogrhs
by
seven
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, June
St. Leo's Woir,ien's Guild will photographers and a collec- were given by Mrs. Myrtle
3, with a reception at the home of their son and daughter-inhave, a luncheon at Paris tion of artifacts from the Jones, secretary, Mrs. Nancy
liw, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Barnett, Hardin.
Landing State Park with the Shaker settlements through Hopkins, treasurer. • All friends and relatives are invited to call at the Barnett
Also present were Mrs.
group to leave the church June 20.
home between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The hosts and hostesses
Levie Fennell, Mrs. Ima Nell
parking lot at 11:15 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
Laura Jennings, president
for the reception will be their children.
Lakes will include Handloom Burkeen, Mrs. Mary Phillips,
of the Ann Hasseltine Sunday
The couple was married on June 2, 1929, at the Methodist
and Mrs. Terri Burkeen.
"Hour of Power" program Weavi
ng Workshop at Empire
School Class of the Memorial
Parsonage in Benton with the Rev. Bagby, church pastor,
Visitors were Carol Phillips
with Mrs. Mary Virginia Farm
from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Baptist Church, was hostess
officiating. Their attendants were Eileen (Henderson)
and Josh Hopkins.
Parrish of Hopkinsville as Honke
by Moonlight at
for the May seventh meeti
Johnston,sister of the bride,and Bently Johnston.
ng speaker will he atFirst United CenterrStatio
In charge of the program at
held at her home.
n at8:30 p.m.
Mr. Barnett, son of the late Buren Witt Barnett and Ennis
Methodist Church at 7:15 p.m.
the June 7th meeting will be
The program on the book of
Clayton Barnett, is a retired construction electrician and a
Saturday,June 2
Mrs. Terri Burkeen.
The public is invited.
"Esther" was presented by
member of Local 816 I. B. E. W.,Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F.
Pauline Wainscott.
Thursday,May 31
Mrs. Barnett is the daughter of the late Lela Puckett
Crass, Sr., will be honored at a
Hamlin, New Concord, and reception in
Lottie Gibson read the
Henderson and Tim Henderson.
celebration of
scripture from Exodus 33:15- Hazel Senior Citizens will their 50th
Miss Melinda Fulkerson
Their children are Bob and Earl Barnett of Hardin and
wedding an19. Matthew 25:20, and Isaiah have their annual potluck at niversary at the
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Fulkerson
Eugene Barnett of Valparaiso, Ind. They have nine grandhome of Mr.
announce the engagement
41:10 for the devotional Paris Landing State Park. For and Mrs. A.
and approaching marriage of
children.
B. Crass, 2100
their youngest daughter,
transp
though
ortati
ts.
on
or
She
inform
Melind
closed
ation Gatesboro Circle, from 2 to 5
Both Mr. and Mrs. Barnett are members of the Dextera, to Jack Beale Kennedy II, son of
by saying
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
we should look to God for persons may call 436-5364.
Beale Kennedy.
Hardin United Methodist Church and Hardin Chapter No.277
The home of Mrs. Max
p.m.
strength."
The bride-elect is the granddaugh
Order of the Eastern Star. Mr. Barnett is also a member of
Brandon was the scene of the
ter of Marion Matthews
The opening prayer was led
Luncheon will be held at the
and the late Mrs. Elizabeth Matth
Hardin-Berkley Masonic Lodge No. 567.
meeting of the Besaie Tucker
The
Happy Goodman
ews,
and of the late Mr. and
by Opha Krewson. Reports Calloway County Public Family will
Mrs. Worth Fulkerson. She is a 1974
be presented in Circle of the First United
graduate of Calloway
were given by Modelle Miller, Library at 12 noon. Reser- concert at the
West Kentucky i Methodist Church held on May County High School, received her associate of arts degree at
secretary,
and
Murray State University, and is
eighth at9:30 a.m.
Zella vations at $1.25 per person Livestock and Exposition
now employed at Fishershould be made by calling the Center
Covington, treasurer.
Mrs. - Harry
Sparks Price Toys.
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5
Refreshments were served library by Wednesday.
presented the program on
Mr. Kennedy is the grandson of
each.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack R.
by Mrs. Jennings to the eight
Kenne
"Alon
dy and Mr. and Mrs. Carl E.
e
and
Lonel
iness
"
Frida
y,June 1
Lockhart. He is a 1975
Lakeside Singers will closing her
members present.
program with graduate of Murray High School and is presen
Lakeside Singers will present a concer
tly employed
The class will meet June Sat
t at Kentucky
at
excerp
Dickie Webb's Wholesale Supply in
ts from "In The GarPepper is America's favorite spice. We use about 40 millionpresent a program at Kenlake Dam Villag
Prince
ton.
-\
1
e..
t
h
a
j
i
State
the Colonial House
Park at den" by Tennyson.
The wedding is planned for
pounds a year.
State Park at 8:30p.m.
Saturday, June 23, with
8:3000-2.
Smorgasbord.
Announcements from the members of the immediate famili
es in attendance. A
general meeting were made reception will follow in the fellowship
hall of the church.
by Mrs. Lillian Graves who
WOMAN NEEDLWOMAN NEEDEWOMAN NEEL)
led the closing prayer. Mrs.
Jack Bailey reported on visits
u.1
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
94 Mon.. Tues.,&
to the shutins.
Ui
Weddings-Poriraits-Frames
0
9-8 Wed., Thurs 8, Fn •
Refreshments were served
1-5 Sunday
Frances Drake
by Mrs. Brandon to the 10
members and one guest, Mrs.
FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 30, 1979
SALE PRICES GOOD
Robert Hunter.
What kind of day will SCORPIO
THROUGH SAT. JUNE 2
The next meeting will be a
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 23 GO Nov. 21) rt.,
.the stars say, read the
A banner day careerwise, salad luncheon at the home of
forecast given for your birth
with the chance of monetary Mrs. Sparks, Kentucky Lake,
One Day Filin Processing
benefits. Consult with banking on Tuesday, June 12. Memsign.
118So. 1211i.- 753-0035
bers
will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
and lending institutions for
the
churc
financ
parkin
h
ial
g
lot
backin
to
drive
g.
nT, ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)gra4.
to the Sparks' home.
SAGITTARIUS
.
0
Take advantage of op( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)"1
portunities\to
further
0
Your optimism is conPOLTESTER & COTTON
closeness with\ loved ones
tagious and will bring out the
Romantic
int4rest
and best in others, especially close
creative projects should bring allies
. Enjoy a holiday
joy.
weekend. Travel is favored.
TAURUS
NEC $1.19
CAPRICORN
( Acir. 20 to May 201 k:i
ALM COLONS
\ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19111
A green light for important\ The final detail
& CHECK SIZES
s can now be
domestic decisions. A good
worked out favorably re a
time to look for new living rtiipt financ
ial maneuver.
arrangements or to buy major --trripsroved physic
al well-being
NAIIJI FINISH
items
for
the
home.
3M'ULM
adds to your optimism.
& BRUSHED
MMEMIls
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
LEIMMYKAL
LOTS OF BLUES
Fe Minna
(Jan. 21) to Feb. 18)w
( May 21 to June 20)
Optimism re relationships is
Your gift of words makes a
well-founded.. Existing
favorable impression on
romantic ties provide happy
others. Expect a busy day on
i441(
SOLID COLOR
times, and singles may well
the phone, writing letters, or
find a new heart interest.
visiting neighbors.
SUET"
PISCES
CANCER
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
( June 21 to July 22)
You may receive praise for
TERRI
Capitalize on opportunities work well-done.
A cheerful
to increase earning potential. attitude
SAYE 110'.
improves relations
Luck is with you. Be on the with co-wo
REG.4.99
rkers, and you
lookout for a bargain or should find
this a day of acquality merchandise.
complishment.
:
s° cfl
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
artistic and have the ability to
(July 23 to Aug.
It's especially nice when you get that meal and
Life should be especially commercialize your talents.
pleasurable
now. Your Gifted with the written and
warmth and glowing per- spoken word, you can write,
sonality should win you new teach, lecture, and act. Often
friends. Socialize! Mingle with attracted to business allied
1156. 4.99 10 6.99$299
BUTTERICK
the crowd.
with the arts, you'd make a
SOLIDS A PRINTS
ENTIRE STOCK
good theatrical producer or
VIRGO
SPECIALLY
Ye.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ,WP
owner of a boutique. In
NOT INCLUDED
EACH
TREATED
Inner joy finds you at peace business, you can sell and are
POLYESTER
WHITE FUSIBLE
with yourself. This calm helps often drawn to real estate,
you to take favorable ad- law, and brokerage. Once you
vantage of a career op- learn not to scatter your
MACNINE WASNABLE
talents, you can succeed in
portunity. Be decisive.
REG.
LIBRA
225 MOS.
most
fields,
including
$100
UNIT 5
Ar Ye. ca YDS.
r
medicine. Avoid a tendency to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
• 2 pieces of Chicken
Good fellowship with friends be expedient or lazy. Birell ?A
• Potatoes and Gravy
old and new mark this special thdate of: Benny Goodman,
• Coleslaw
day. Attendance at a cultural bandleader; Howard Hawks,
• Roll
event should lead to lively film director; and Cant
0
• INTERLOCKS
Walker, actor.
discussions.
You'll feel good when you eat Kentucky
• TWILLS
Fried Chicken because you know you'll
• DOUSE( KNITS
be eating well. Kentucky Fried Chicken
• SINGLE KNITS
••
fresh Gradi-A chicken, cooked with
• POLYESTER IINITT
EFFECTIVE MAY lit), 1979
the Colonel's secret recipe of 11 herbs
• COTTON KNITS
0
Residents of Murray and Calloway County may dump
and spices. That's why it's so "finger
• SOLID COLORS
In
residential garbage free of charge at the city owned
lickin" good' It's nice to feel so good
• PRINTS
In
landfill IF:
about a meal
• FANCIES
a
1. There is a city sticker ON the VEHICLE or
• MAT TRANSFERS
liJ
2. The resident has a current city sticker receipt
• SNEER KNITS
Iii
with their driverilicense.
• PONT!

Maurita Burkeen

Fulkerson-Kennedy
Wedding Planned

Laura fenning.1 Is
Hostess For Ann
Hasselttne MM

Meeting Of Bessie
Tucker Circle Held
At Brandon Home

rs
.th,
511
:
rs
h,
an,

Your Individual
Horoscope

Artcraft
Photography

SUMMER

FIMRI
CHECKED
GINGHAM

99,

PRINTED
VOILES

It's nice tofeel

so good abouta meal.

DENIM

n

THREAD

SAVE 500
Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays

INTERFACING
a

Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner

$

=NW

ONE DOLLAR

38:e4ees°

NOTICE

OFF s oo

1°°
EVERY•YARD OF

• {NANA KNITS
• T SHIRT KNITS
• SWEATER KNITS
• PIUS MANY,
MANY MOM

0
Q "A N

NblAJOAA 3103
- N

IN OUR STORE
NO EXCEPTIONS

REG. 4.99 NOW 3.99
REG. 3.99 NOW 2.99
REG. 2.99 NOW 1.99

0

rn

NVIAJOM 7109 N NVIAJON6\

THERE WILL BE A CHARGE TO11 INDIVIDUALS inPING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TINES AT THE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL.
Maulers for hips will be considered 9omnter041
customers regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Committee of the City
of Murray Common Council Nay II, 111711.

e

Rntucky
Fried Chickens
1113 Sycamore • Murray, Kentucky

II
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Bereft aid Kerby Jeasings
csagessat.
+4+44+++++++++++4

++

"I am going to portray conditions as I see them and as I
believe them to actually exist. I am going to show and give reasons
for existing circumstances, and I am going to tell how I believe these
conditions arose, and why they • arose, and by whom they are
fostered.
"I intend to compare the conditions of Calloway County with
nearby courtties, and as far as my knowledge extends give a solution
of existing conditions. It may be that my views will not coincide
‘‘ith the views you entertain; it may be that I will contradict the
necessity of certain steps taken, but in nowise must these views I
- hold-to be cOnstrited to mean crititisms of many man's actions, or
any individual's rights of a contrary opinion. And I deny now
that any man has the right to entertain naugh of ill feeling or malice
against others, forsoothe he might not view conditions and remedies
in the same light.
"What I say must be construed in kindness for it is said in
kindness. I do not entertain the idea that I possess infallibility, but
tNat Ti"--v-e-giVen the preterit Condition as much serious
study and thought as .the average citizen. I have endeavored to
search for cause,siito learn a remedy for both cause and effect.
:I stand squarely and sincerely and honestly for just enforcement of
the law as any man, not for the crucifixion of the—oppressed lawbreaker and the emancipation of the oppressed law-breaker. I will
not submit to a crown of thorns upon the brow of labor that capital
may be adorned with a helmet of gold.
"I believe in rendering unto each man due consideration, and
we must not lose sight of the fact that there is much human nature
in humanity. We are all alike and each different from the other.
Conditions and .environments make us different. That which might provoke one man to commit an assault and thereby become a lawbreaker will not appeal to another as sufficient justification for
an overt act. In reaching a reasonable solution for our present state
many things must be considered, and it is not justice to set aside
the cause without the remedy _in order to _suppress the effect.
Obliterate the cause and the effect will right itself.

Commonwealth

To Be Continued
By MARIA BRADEN
Consumer Associated Press Writer

Airlines And
'Bump'Policy
The airline will also pay you if you
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — If you're
volunteer to give up your seat on an
planning to travel by plane this sumover-booked plane, but the amount of
mer, you should be aware of your rights
compensation is left to the individual
.in the event the airline tries to "bump"
company.
'you from your flight.
Find out the following before you
During peak travel season, airlines
decide to give up your seat:
. tend to overbook flights to compensate
—How much will the airline pay you?
for passengers with reservations who
—What is the next flight to your
don't show up.
destination for which you will have a
There's no problem if the number of
confirmed reservation?
no-shows equal the number of over—If you can't fly out until much later,
booked seats. However, when there are
or the next day, will the airline pay for
more passengers than seats, someone's
your meals and-or a hotel room?
not going to get on.
Airlines usually recommend that
passengers arrive at the airport for a
flight from 45 minutes to one hour
ahead of time. It's a good practice to
follow, because you'll have ample time
to check in and be screened for weapons
if there's a large crowd, and you can be
sure your bags make it on the flight
with you.
An even more important reason to
check in early is that you're more likely
get_on the plane if it's beep refes-,_
booked.
. WASHINGTON
oft-the eve of an
Airlines used to operate strictly on a
historic Senate debate, President
first-come, first-served basis. Now they
Carter's SALT II treaty has been jolted
are required by the US. Civil
from an unexpected source: proposed
Are on autics Board to ask for volunteers
testimony by CIA Director Stansfield
to take a later flight.
Turner making clear that Russia can
However, if you're the last to check in
indeed cheat on the treaty.
for the flight and there aren't any
That was not at all that the president
volunteers, you're obviously going to be
had in mind when he ordered Adm.
the one who's bumped.
Turner to prepare testimony bringing
The airline must compensate you if
you have reservations but are in- the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
into line on The new strategic arms
voluntarily denied boarding. You must
limitation treaty (SALT). He wanted
be paid for the fare to your destination
Turner to back Carter's own statement
or first stopover, with a minimum of
that the treaty "will be verifiable from
$37.50 and a maximum of $200. The
the first day it is signed."
airline must also arrange to get you on
another flight.
Turner's voluminous brief, still
If the flight arrives more than two
secret, was stunned the White House by
hours after your scheduled arrival, or
sharply disagreeing with the president.
four hours later on international flights,
Examining
"cheating
various
the airline must pay you double your
fare, with a $75 minimum and 9400
maximum.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
The rules don't apply if the airline
Editorials, columns and other
substitutes a smaller plane or if the
opinionated articles on this page are
flight is delayed or cancelled. You also
presented for the purpose of
must have met the airline's
providing a forum for the free
requirement for buying a ticket or
exchanke of differing opinions.
checking in.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
he a disservice to our readers.
Tberefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an-editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer r a column or
other article
respond with their
feelings
the particular isSues
being scussed with a letter to the
edit6r.
•
By the same tokeo, if an isAue has
not been .discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
tee attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
lopic might be.
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The Moral To This Story Is:
Keep A Hoe With A Long Handle
The other day, Patsy Humphreys
asked me if Murray was the farthest
south I had ever lived.
No, I replied, I have lived in
Louisiana and even as deep in the
southwest as San Antonio, Tex.
Had I ever heard of snakes crawling
up among the underparts of a car and
being transported across country, she
then wanted to know.
"Oh, I've read of snakes, cats
squirrels and even birds getting into the
engine of a car," I answered, "But I've
never known first-hand of anything like
that — only: what I've heard or read."
Why such a question, I asked, and then
she told me this story,,
+++
One night last week, their daughter.
Emily, had gone into Tennessee with a
Paris boy to attend some sort of a rock
concert. It was after midnight when
they returned,and Patsy, hearing them
drive up, looked out an upstairs window
of their Hermitage Place horne and saw
the car on the driveway.
Later on, and after going back to
sleep, she again looked out the window.
The car was gone, but where it had been
on the driveway stretched one of the
longest and largest snakes she had ever
seen.
Shaking husband Ben awake, the two
of them went downstairs in robes and
slippers to see what could be done about
the feared, early-morning visitor. They
found him to be grey in color, about 442
feet long and in the middle about as big

around as an average forearm.
"I've killed lots of snakes in my day,"
Ben said, recalling the experience, "but
I've never tried to kill one as big as that
one
"Ben got a hbe," Patsy broke in,
"and started to kill the snake, but when
he got close to it, he decided he didn't
want to try it."
"It was that hoe!" Ben cut in
defensively."The handle was too short
I couidn't get close enough with it." The
snake just lay there watching them and
flicking out his tongue.
"Well, somebody had to kill it,"
Patsy went on,"so I went in and called
the police." She had a little difficulty
relating the problem to the amused
lady dispatcher at the police station as
well as convincing her that it all was no
• joke. Soon Officer Dan Kelly, the same
city patrolman who helped me last fall
when I thought my wife was "missing,"
arrived on the scene in his patrol car.
+++
Officer Kelly, too, took the hoe and
advanced on the snake but quickly
came to the same conclusion as Ben —
that hoe handle really was too short. He
would try something else.
Getting back into the patrol car and
starting the engine, he backed down the
driveway, got a little running start and
then slammed on the brakes, hoping the
wheels would be on the snake when he
did.
Things didn't work out exactly as he
had hoped. The sliding wheels failed to
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Adm. Turner's
Last Stand?

CaR 041F1F1111
•.
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scenarious" that the Krernlii is likely
to attempt, Turner points out one way
after another Moscow could violate
provisions of the treaty. "The way
Turner makes his case," one of the few
officials who have seen his brief told us,
"it looks like the treaty can't really be
enforced at all."
That suggests a Washington
backstage drama rich in its ironies and
nuances. No CIA director has been
more criticized outside the agency or
more unpopular in it than Stan Turner
His old dreams of becoming chief of
naval operations or even chairman of
the joint chiefs of staff are shattered.
He has kept his job because of loyal
support from Jimmy Carter, his old
classmate at Annapolis.
It was naturally taken as a matter of
course in this town that Turner would
play Carter's SALT tune without a
single errant note. If instead he pursues
his present course, in the face of
possible pressure from the president, it
will be a remarkable valedictory for a
career officer whose career has
reached dead end.
The first sign of Turner's inclination
came when his secret April 10
testimony to the Senate Intelligence
Committee was leaked a week later.
Presidential aides were mortified by
Turner's statement that full recovery of
U.S. ability to monitor Soviet missile
telemetry could take up to four yearn
after the loss of the. Iranian stations
The reaction by Carter aides was
apoplexy, not because they viewed
Turner as a rebel in their midst but
because they considered him too dumb
to know any Jrtter. Secretary of
Defense Harold frrown hurriedly issued
a public statement that Soviet compliance could be verified "adequately"
in about a year. Carter aides peddled it
hard to the television networks to wipe
out the aftertaste of the Turner leak
The president then ordered Turner to
prepare his brief for the Senate,
assyming he would make amends for

his leaked April 10 indiscretion. What
the Central Intelligence director has
prepared will, if ever actually read by
senators, be a grievous blow to Carter's
hopes of ratifying an unamended SALT
11.
The brief is an elaborate series of
charts and graphs matching each
provision of the treaty with the
following: the "monitoring task" of the
CIA; the "monitoring system"
available; the "confidence" the U.S.
could place in forcing Soviet compliance.
Some of these violation attempts
could be quickly discovered and
stopped; some might be discovered;
still others could prove irresistible to
the Soviets, even though they would run
the risk of discovery, on grounds that
the gain from cheating would outweigh
the loss of being found out. 'ft" short,
Turner's brief is dramatically at
variance with Carter's verification
pledge.
That has stunned the administration's SALT-sellers, but it
conforms to the way Turner regards
himself in what could be his last great
service in public life. He was made
unhappy not only by the leaking of his
April 10 testimony but by Secretary
Brown's rebuttal. He feels the administration should handle such highly
classified matters in private, free of
political salesmanship.
Turner also has left a strong impression that he does not regard his role
as a seller of SALT. He sees no part for
himself in pushing the Senate, either for
or against the treaty.
Will the president (or more likely one
of the president's men, considering
Carter's aversion to confrontation) lean
on Turner hard enough to drastically
amend his brief? If such pressure is
applied, the admiral's friends predict,
he may resign. Turner is determined in
his last stand to be neither a purveyor
nor a detractor of SALT, and that Is the
worst kind of news for the White House.

Pr".7
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find the snake, but they did run over it,
leaving it prat.* badly injured but far
from dead, writhing and flopping
around something awful.
While it was thusly preoccupied with
its own Injuries, Officer Kelly grabbed
the short-handled hoe and finished the
snake off, it becoming the first reptile
of any kind that he had ever killed at
5:30 in the morning.
-i- 4- -+
Now that peace and quiet has again
descended upon the Humphreys'
household and the driveway, Ben has
been out somewhere and bought
himself a new hoe with a much longer
handle — just in case there's a mate
around somewhere.
"They come in pairs, don't they!" he
quipped.
Although the dead snake has long
since been disposed off, Ben and Patsy
have yet to determine what kind it was
or where it came from to the place on
the driveway.
Patsy strongly feels that it must have
crawled up in the underside of the car of
Emily's young, Tennessee friend
somewhere down the line and dropped
out on the driveway when it was
stopped there.
Who knows. Stranger things have
happened.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Sometimes we overlook profound
ideas because they lack the attraction
of novelty. To make matters worse,
some important political ideas: because
of repetition, have come to seem trite
and boring to people living in the selfabsorbed seventies.
For these reasons, the following
introductory passage from Aristotle's
Politics (translated by Benjamin
Jowett, Clarenden Press) is likely to
elicit either yawns or downright
disbelief at its naivete:
Every state is a comm—unity of
some kind, and every community
is established with a view to some
good: for mankind always act in
order to obtain that which they
think good But, if all communities
aim at some good, the state or
political community, which is the
highest of all, and which embraces
all the rest, alms at good In a
greater degree than any other, and
at the highest good.
The very notion of a government
aiming at the highest good! What
seems impossible to us struck at least
some of the Greeks as the only, way to
rule.

Bible Thought
He that bath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches; lie that overcometh shall
not be hurt by the second death.
Revelation 2:11.
The Holy Spirit is speaking to us
today. He speaks through hunger,
"Feed me!"; through poverty, "Help
me!"; through loneliness. "Visit
me!"
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Sheila Miller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Miller, is valedictorian, and
James R. Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Darnell, is salutatorian, of the
1969 graduating class of Farmington
High School. State Senator Carroll
Hubbard, Jr., will be the speaker at the
commencement exercises tonight.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Frank
Clara Mae Keehn, 65, Jack Herndon,
63, Lucian E. Lockhart, 84, .4trid Mrs.
Edna Copeland, 87.
Rabies Clinics for 1969 will be held in
Murray and Calloway County June 4, 5,
and 6, sponsored by the Calloway
County Health Department and local
veterinarians.
After three years of work with the
United Campus Ministry at Murray
State University, the Rev. Cecil Kirk is
leaving to work in Penang, Malaysia.
Births reported include a boy,
Christopher Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Warner, May 27.
Two Murray High School students—
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr. and
Tom Rowlett, senior, and Alan •
Spencer, son Of Mi. and Mrs. Jesse —
Spencer, freshman—won the singles
championship in the Regional Singles
Tennis Tournament held May 23 and 24
at Murray State University.

20 Years Ago
The preliminary work plan for
Watershed Protection and Flood
Preventen for the West Fork of Clarks
River Watershed was presented to
directors and other interested persons
of the West Fork Conservancy District
last night at Mayfield. This is composed
of. Calloway, Graves, Marshall, and
l'IcCracken Counties with Sherwood
,Potts, Herman Darnell, and Leon
Chambers being directors from
Calloway.
Deaths reported include Leaman
Hendon, 55, and Miss Arra Dunn, 92.
Joe Dick directed the program on the
4-H Activities in Calloway County at the
meeting of the' Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Four-H members on program
included Carolyn Palmer, Randy
Patterson, Johnny Kelso, David
Vratson, Donna Ruth Grogan. and
Sandra Redwell.
Mr.- and Mrs. George Hart sailed
today on a cruise on the Queen of
Bermuda to Bermuda. Nassau, and
New York City with the Kentucky
Bankers Association. Before returning
home, they will attend the Rotary
International Convention at New York
City.

30 Years Ago
The North-South Basketball Cage
Classic will be held here on June 11.
Teams and coathes for the two all star
teams are as follows:
South—Lonnie Quillen, Dale Hubbard,
Howard Reinen, Joe Richey,- Johnny
Rye, Jippy Carter, John Estep, Doug
Atkins, Mason Cope, Gene Landolt,
Gerald Stpckton, and Chris Riddle,
membersk;I::I (Bib) McGinnis and
John Altobello, coaches.
North--Steve
Gepp,
Leonard
Knoustman, Carl Gloche, Harold
Chritensen, Connie Mack Rea, Kenneth
Alesai, Harry Sullivan, Norm Schaulat,
Tommy Smith, James Thomas, Clay
Gray,and Dave Richardson, members;
Elmet Jordan and Don Kennedy,
coaches.
The Billington-Jones Motor Company
has recently been purchased by Ray P.
Munday and J. D. Downs.
Rex Alexander, captain of the
Murray State ('allege basketball squad
last season, has been named as coach at
Paducah Junior College.
C. C. Hamilton of -Dallas, Texas, is
the guest of his brother, J. D. Hamilton
and family.

„Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 29, the 149th
day of 1979. There are 216 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date:
In 1453, the capital of the Byzantine
Empire, Constantinople, was captured
by the Turks. The date is listed by some
historians as the end of the MidNe
Ages.
In 1898, Wisconsin joined the Union as
the 30th state.
In 1917, the 35th American president,
John Kennedy, was born In Brookline,
Massachusetts.
In 1943, the Americans defeated the
Japanese in the Pacific War Battle of
Attu in the Aleutians.
In 1947, A constituent assembly in
India made it illegal to shun part of the
population as "untouchables."
Ten years ago: Israel and Syria
reached agreement non an accord to
separate their military forces on the •
Golan Heights.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon created a Cabinet-level environmental quality council to coordinate a Federal attack on pollution.
One .year ago: China's Foreign
Minister Huang Hue charged at the
United Nations that the Soviet Union is
the most dangerous potential source of
a new World War.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Bob ,
Hope is 76 years old. Dancer and
choreographer Pearl Lang is 57.
Comedienne Beatrice Lithe is 81.
Thought for today: Two things are
had for the heart — running, up stairs
and running down people - Bernard
Baruch, American businessman and
statesman, 1870-1965.
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Consider your family's needs
when planning fence locations
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Since apostle belongs to an entire
(softly. everyone's needs should be
considered in making home improvements. A fence it. no exception.
Equally important, g lence should be
planned to allow ke changing tend)
needs over the life of the knee
According to the International
Fence Industry ANSOCIJOL111. the tioa
step in planning a Sena is io determine what purpose the fence Is to
serer The decision to fence
probably
resulted Isom
specific need, but
is tilt proper planning the Sena .can
also serve a number ot other tunelions. now and in the future.
Will the lencesletine a play area, a
walkway or path. an comma to the
home Is it to protect a pout. provide
secunty. keep children or pets in or
out? Will it be used to obscure an unsightly view. muffle noise. pruner
plantings(sum prevailing winds?
Or will I serve predominantly as
an attractive landscape feature, perhaps Serving as a backdrop for plantings and ireating isr more interesting.
shape-kit-the Lthidscapid aiTiii? •
Perhaps the lence will define a
space tor as outdoor hubby or sport.
fur a ckithedine. an enclosure For
woodpile. utilities fixtures or
storage.
The purpose to be served helps
determine the height. size and materials to be used. These are also influenced by the arclinectural style of
the home. the eAlstint landscape
the general appearance of the neigh-

Contractors build fences
quickly and efficiently

•

good idea to think ot the yard in three
dimensions, like a room
"There's 'flour.' and 'walls' ale
defined by boundaries. trees, the
-T)sere is almost no home im- code of ethics goserrung advertisi
how and other structures as well as
ng
provement as commonly undertaken
The contract should include all
the fence The trace may also define
and business practices ,is well AS
as
that
of
building a fence fordo-it- etinstrUi:ttun ,tandattis At the top of specifications-the number and size o1
the skyline which. with overhanging
yourself types, there are abundant their list of pledges
gates, Use gauge or yualit.t of ma
trees.-creates a ceiling"
is "to properly
manuals and tips at the nearest library
This "morn- should also be conand effective!) serve the needs ot the tenals to he used, height,. ma/in-num
and lumberyard. Fence supply compost 4.pwings, awiltr of este and
internd from the exterior, V'dna
ultimate IlSef Of t.:OfIllifIlef ol the
corner posts. site
panies are also an excellent source of
&pat of post
akb.. The space should be imagined
company products or sefS Ices
information and design suggestions.
as it will be seen fium the street and
The IFIA otters these suggestions holes, whether concrete or other sta
not to meatus masertals, for the
lor selecting and working with a biliting materials will be used
bY mlighbors whether the fence will be level or will
homeowner who wants to build his or fence contractor
Once the purpose and desired apher own fence.
pearance of the knee are agreed up• In advertising, watch out tor tollow the contour oil the said. etc
The contract should state who i the
Some kinds of site conditions, claims of unbelievable discount
on, the next step is to contact a nums
customer of the contractor)isl,espon
however, demand that the fence be The reputable contractor deserves
ber of fence companies to find out
a
sible 14,4 clearing the fence line before
installed professionally And even reasonable protit He cannot
about tge.types of fence available and
stay
the job. and who will s kan up after-dick costs, Membership in IRA is a Happiness is knowing children and their pets are PruvidlinflrldeSiktaoil security. The wood can be where. this is not the case, many reputable without ii
good guide to the -experience and re- safe within the confines of a yard fenced with nat- of cedar, redwood or pressure-treated pine and can homeowners prefer to benefit frorn • Ask about other tences the firm wards
It should indicate the contlai.-tor's
liability of a fence contractor. Mem- ural wood. Wood fencing offers a large selection of be stained in a variety ofcolors or left to weather to the skill and experience of a pro- has installed, and for addresses ot
styles for screening sights and sounds as well as warm natural shades.
fessional fence installer.
bers
be identified by the IFIA
several satisfied customers. Contact compliance with loval or state licensAccess to the proper equipment these buyers to make
symbol in their advertising.
sure they are ing4n5quirrinents, and should make
knowledge to local codes and re- satisfied with
Clear who will pay for any locally
Most reliable fence contractors are
the work done.
strictions and the ability to get the job
•
willing to visit the site and provide
• Ask for credit references and required permits
done quickly and efficiently tend to professional business
"Although homeowners can often
tree estimates. Many will also proassociations.
-add up in favor Of hiring an ex- then check them
side design services either free of
out. Check also with save money by constructing their
perienced fence contractor..
cgarge or It a modest adifRional the Better Business Bureau and the own fences," Vidrine adds. "they
can usually get more value for their
shingle outside the door Chamber,ofComm•re•
charge.
4MP-.
oweers consider their fence as an at pool fences
moneywhen aprofessionakdoes
doesn't always assure the consumer • Make sure
The fence contractor will also help
each
contract
cogor
Whether of not local codes fellUtle tractive and saluable addition to the • the fence should be oil a design
he's going to get his money's worth sidered visas the site
"In fact, a reputable builder can
_determine where to locale the fenceand
reviews
the
ovemdin
home
landscap
and
the
g
e But
material that does not encourage
actually save -5.-consumer money in
in fencing," cautions John V idrine. 'plans. A reputable
line to avoid utility lines, water pipes. it, nearly all swimming pool owners
contractor can
consideration in fencing a home pool climbing Although the pool owner
the long run by avoiding costly misPresident of the International Fence make valuable suggesti
and existing landscape features the agree a fence is an indispensable asset is safety.
ons
as
to demay wish so goy. sines on the fence,
to the backyard pool ens moment
•.
Industry Association.
.
family wants to save.
sign and materials.'Moreover, an ac- takes and getting the job done nglu
A fence is no substitute for con- . care should be taken that these and
Homeowners who prize their pool
"Reputa
tion
counts,
as
do
ethical
For families considering fencing, as a center of family
curate hid cannot be made over the the first time. If construction detects
slant superseision when children are any supporting trellises also be
do show up later, the consumer can
business practices. These can some- telephone.
the IRA offers a free brochure, place for entertainingrecreation and a near the pool, and a pool cover is the climb-proof.
guests
be reasonably certainthey 'II be cortimes be checked through the local . • Get everything in writing.
"IFIA Cabernet Report." To obtain ularly value the privacy offeredpartic- best protection when a pool is not in • Fence framing and braces should
The
by a
rected by the builders."
Better Business Bureau." Vidrine best contract is one that protects
use Still, a properly designed fence be on the inside of the fence where
thisroghtre send 25g for postage backyard fence.
_
both
adds.:'Membership in IFIA is also a the contractor and the consume
Family members charged with can pros ide a formidable deterrent to they can't be used as handholds or
and :handling ea the International
The IFIA offers a free brochure for
r.
maintaining the pool appreciate the children and animals when adults are footholds to gain entry.
Fence Indusny Association, Dept
Most mailable firms use a panted _consumers consideriencing. Send
IFIA President John Vidone sug- • LGP. Route 3. Box 42. Mineral fence's function as a screen for air- not around.
• If a padlock is used, a combinaIFI4 is an international organiza- estimate form which gives all the
de- 2.5t for postage and handling to
John Vidrine, president ol the In- tion type is preferred: All locks and
borne debris, and nearly all pool
gests. "In planning a fence. its a
tion of fence manufacturers and in- tails of the contract and often serves "IRA Consumer Report." Dept.
Weds, Texas.- 76067.
ternational Fence Industry ASS0c1.1- latches should be placed out of reach
stallers. Its members are pledged to a as the contract itself
LGP, Route 3, Box 42, Mineral
lion says. "Careful planning should of small children.
Wells, Texas 76067
go into tbedesign and construction of • Large portable pools and abovea fence that is to be safety feature of a ground pools should be fenced like
home swimming pool.
any other.
"Unless there are no toddlers and • Portable wading pools should be
everyone who lives in the house emptied after each use and stored verknows how to swim." says Vithine, tically in a locked fenced area or stor"there should be a fence around all age room.
four sides of the pool. so that anyone - A free booklet on fencing design
Sooner or later, nearly every tows However. homeowners fre- these loans are very lava-nue, beleaving the liaise must take the addi- and construction is available from the
homeowner consider, installing a
quently enlist the services of anIrchi- cause of the security offered-by the
tional step.of opening a gate to enter -IFIA. Send 2542 for postage and handfence-for privacy security, or sow- tea. landscape architect or landscape homeowner's equity.
ling to "IFIA Consumer Report."
ply for the addition of an attractive
consultant to include fencing in an • Cost, considerations should be The pool area."
The IRA -offers these additional Dept. LGP. Rout; 3, Box 42, Minlandscape feat ure
overall landscape plan or home based on value expected for money
.• The opportunities offered by urban
Fencing should be carefully select- to create a more contemporary look.
'Although selection 01 a fence reimprovement project. These profes- spent-Cheapest is not always bests' tips for the design and construction of eral Wells, Texas 76067.
life, and a surging interest in the re- ed to help muffle street noise and
quires careful thought about type'. - sional fees add to the cost.
help
Because IRA members subscribe to
Since the space 'available for city
storation of older city residences. is protect plantings from
prevailing gardens is most often square or recstyle. and shape, thehomeownercan •On many cues. a building_permit a strict code of ethics governing busiattracting increasing numbers of Winds, exhaust from
'building
is required.6 local IFIA member is a ness and construction practices, deals and tangular, fencing can be used to crereceive expert advice fr.12M_• reliable
young families to the city. And ac- airborne soot and litter.
fencing contractor The International
good SOUrCe "OtinfOrMiltiOn about ing:with-an IRA -menthe,-helps asate a more interesting space. A curve .
cording to the International Fence
The
fence
will
serve the-garden as inside a corner, convex to its4ngle,
Fence Industry Association recompermit requirements and fees as well sure the consumer of good value for
indosny Ahsenciatiorl-planned- --Wath-terce-it-fbOITt, IL . is
mends that consumers enlist the ex as,zoning codes governing fencing.
his or her investment.
-or-a-skiltfullyplamsed protrusion aot
fencing has permitted green thumbs ground for the arrangement a
penne of a fence professional as the • The homeowner's fence bucVt
of plant- only give variety to the garden's
In figuring the cost of fencing.
flourish in citygardens.
to
ings and furnishings,
earliest stages of planning.
unsight- shape, but also create a space behind
should-include a sufficient cushion to IFIA suggests consumers also conGood fences, it is said, make good property taxes
Whether on a rooftop or balcony or ly utility oinnectionshiding
- are -usually also
and providing the fence that can be roofed for use as
But even before thought as given to cover any cost overruns that may is- 'Wen the setutri on this investment. neighbors.
in
courtyar
a
tiny
city
gardens
d.
can privacy for the people within.
shared, It pays to ,check local codes
the type of fence to be built.'consuit in a change a plans during con- As long Ws the homeowner doesn't
storage. for garden tools and equip'
provide tranquil havens and serve as
And
-Among the almost endless variety ment for outdoor cooking.
sideration-should be given to its cost
struction. The IF1A oeports that once "overbuild." that is, unless the addi- _Fence according to the International and ordinances,.
expressi
ons of their owners' pen- of wood fences are styles that
Industry
'
Associat
ion,
the
best
will
a fenc- e is being built, consumers tion of a fence makes his home worth
To mate sure a fence that is not alines. They cart be plannedThe IFIA suggests-dust cost cons(sods
The IFIA offers a free .guide to
Ion- carry out any interior decor theme,
homeowners use this consumer guide
often come up with a number of substantially mac than others on his fences are the ones that take the supposed to be--shared doesn't be- some as much or as
consumers considering adding a
little
tithe'
as
the
ranging
neighbor
s into account from the come a subject
from
"while you're alit" jobs that add to - block, the fence will probably add at
of controversy, IFIA .owners Want to spend in maintaining most formal, the most rustic to the fence to their Ian& or city-scape.
in budgeting tor lens:mg
There are alumiqem Write "IFTA Consume Report -Cost
least its replacement value to the earliest stages of planning.,
recommends building the.fence,sev- them.
te. The cost of fencing depends on
fences which mimic many wood or Dept.'LGP. Route 3.r Box
Since each side of the fence usu- eral inches inside
42,
topogrsphy.type and:maim of fenc- • Occasionally. cost overruns re- price of the house if it is later sold.
things
Two
are
essential
the
for
sucproperty
atne. A
ironwork fence designs, and fences • Mineral Wells, Texas. 76067, and'
protects part ofn neighbor's professional fence
Meanwhile, the homeowner bene- ally
ing material and design. Gtersally, a sult from' a mislindermanding becessful city gardening: careful design which incorporate. fiberglas
contract
or
can
s
tween
panels
the
consume
enclose 25e for handling.
r and the fence fits from the fence's service ass pro- yard, it is sometimes desirable for help determin
chain-link f* ence constructed with
e the correct spot. IFIA and appropriate fencing.
right angles on level ground will be contractor, The best way to even. tector of his privacy and security, and neighbors as share the-cost of a fence
members
Simplici
can
ty
also
is
the
offer
.
key_
in
designin
valuable
g
inconstructed on a property line.
the Most_ economical, a custom - this. IFIA says, is to be sure to deal an asset to an attractive landscape.
formation about frincitig materials. gardens for small 4paces, and the deFor homeowners considering buydesigned ironfoork or wood fence on with a reputable builder to began
Of course, cooperation .in ma- aosts and
sign
should
center
on
one main lea- local legal requirements
hilly property would be the most ex. with, and to get everything in writ- ing fencing, the IRA offers a free terials selection, design and choosing
ture--a centerpiece of statuary, a rock
governing fencing.
consumer guide To obtain this bio- sobuilder
pensive There is an almost infinite ing, in advance, in the contract.
is
garden,
essential, and each neighor a small sitting area.
If you would like more complete
range in between. Naturally. the • Estimates of interest costs should thure send 254 to cover postage and bor must have,
Every element must be carefully
from the beginning, a information about legging and
be included in the budget if the fence handling to "IFIA Consumer Re,loristr the fence. the Mote costly it
the
planned, as mistakes loom large in a
is to be financed. Some fence con- port.' Dept. LGP, Route 3. Box 42, clear understanding of his share of the neighbors, send 250 to-"IFIA Con- small
will be
space.
cost, preferably in writing.
sumer Report," Dept:LGP,Route 3.
• A fence contractor can help lay tractors carry their own financing, Mineral Wells, Texas, 76067
Since city gardens exist in very
When fences are otned jotntly: Box 42. Mineral
but most homeowners finance major
out a plan for an area to he fenced
Wells. Texas close proximity to the owners' living
any increases in propero value and
The cost of this service is minimal fencing projectswah home improve76067.
space, a garden design that reflects
ment
loans
The
interest
rates On
and should he included in the conthe character of the interior decor is
most effective.
A good local nursery ean suggest
plants that grow well in the area's
climate, apd cart give tips on preparing - tightuieight. - self-contained
flower beds for rooftops and _balconies. Large pots and urns are not only
attractive and -space-saving cona separate vapor barrier,
Millions of people are instalToo often, when insulation
tainers for garden plants._ they are
such as a polyethylene sheet
ling home insulation in an
is being installed, the vapor
Deep shadow lines are a
also portable, enabling the gardener
can, be put down to serve
effort to cut the high cost
barrier is accidentally torn.
feature of Dimensional Shake
to rearrange a garden as he or -she
the same purpose.
of heating and cooling. Aid
Even small teats can reduce
asphalt-roofing shingles. amight rearrange theliving roan_
#2 Don't Cover Lights
while a do-it-yourself insulathe
vapor
barrier's effective.vailable from the Celotex
Critical to the process of designing
Way
Keep insulation a minimum
tion project is easy and inness,so be sure to repair it
a city 'garden is the selection of apRoofing Products Division
of 3 in. from recessed light
expensive. consumers should
with a heavy duty tape.
propriate fencing-. It is important to
of Jim Walter Corporation.
know about a few safety and
fixtures. Recessed lights are
consult with a local member of the
The final tip,one that will
The extra thick tabs and
prone to heat build-up, and
performance do's and don't§
international Fence Industry Assoinsure top performance and
unique curl design of these
while this heat usually is not
before they start.
ciation at theearliest stages of planenergy savinia, 9 to ask for
shingles create the deep shadrung- - _ _
enough to ignite surrounding
#Posldon Vapor
R-value, not inches, when
owline effect of real handAn IFIA member is a good source
materials, the heat trapped
Barrier Correctly
buying insulation of any
split shakes. Dimensional
of details on local codes governing
could damage the fixture.
Most
do-it-y
ourself
ers
Use
kind. All insulation is difShake Shingles are available
fencing, and can provide information
#3 Eave Vents
fiber glass batts or blankets
ferent-,and 6 in. of one kind
in Bark Brown.Desert Wood,
on the types of fencing best suited to
Must
Be
when
Open
insulating attics or
may not give the same perthe special requirements of a city
Woodtone and Shadow Gray.
.
garSentry Water Heaters,a new ture three gas-fired models
Eave vents in attics should
crawl spaces. because theyden .
formance as6 in. of another
line cl residential gas, elec- and three electrically-pownot be covered with insulaare cleaner and easier to use
material.
tric and solar water heaters. ered residential water heaters
tion. Their purpose is to
compared with loose-fill inR-value is an industry
designed exclusively for the which follow the good-betprovide adequate ventilation
sulation. One side of the bans
designation given to all
do-it-yourselfer. are now ter-best formula of value
year-round. In the summer:- --61" residential insulat kinds
has exposed fiber glass, and
ion. It
availab
fe-for the-N.eekend-----prieing-,based.ontaperating_
the_ vents allow cool outside
the other side may have a
In an existing home,check
is the only method of accuremodeler.
For long-lasting protection
kraft paper or foil backing.
• efficiencies that constantly
the
owner'
airto enter the attic. reducs
recent
fuel
and
rately comparing perforThe new Sentry water increase from the bottom
against fungus discoloration
This is the vapor barrier and
utility receipts. This can
ing the temperature and
mance. The higher the Rheaters are -designed spe- to the top of the line. Sentry
of white roofing in hot,humid
it should alwaysbe installed
easily be done by looking at
making the house cooler. In
valne, the better the insucifically for homeowners also offers a complete solar
climates. a Fungus Resistant
facing the warm-in-winter
the
monthl
y
receipt
s
themthe winter-moisture vapor
lating performance. Local
who are looking roiw---aist. water heating system for do- ,
Shingle (FRS) is available
side of the_housek,..-,,_ _
selves. or hy calling the _apescapes through the vents., building and.
_supply store.,
--eld-n-iou.self"- installation it-yourself installation.
from tlie Celotex Roofing
Vapor barriers do just
propriate fuel companiesand
,preventing ceiling or attic* or utility companies
can
and the new breed or lower
Products Division of Jim
what their name implies.
Write to Pioneer Inc':'P.O.
utilities involved. While this
floor damage.
supply minimum R-values
cost,
higher efficiency water Box 365. Ashland City. TN
Walter Corporation. A speThey help reduce the amount
will
give
you
an
idea
what
of
44 Repair Tears
based
on
climate and fuel
heaters.
cial zinc granule formulation,
of mqisture vapor that -enters
37015 for the easy to install
costs to expel keepin mind
Even'with adequate ventilacosts for the focal areas.
Sentry water it-eaters tea- information.
activated by rain or dew
wall cavities and attics where
that.....this_information is intion, a vapor barrier still is
running off the roof, prevents
condensation could occur.
fluenced by life-style conneeded, and it must be in
Talk To Your Neighbors
the growth of fungi which
If loose-fill insulation is used.
siderat
iOns. suth as thermogood shape to do its job.
yo-iiTie buying in a subdivistat settings. number of wash
An exclusive random tab cause-streaky discoloration
sion
where_h
omes-sitnilar to
loads per week and the nnmdesign is a key feature of the of white roofs. This fungi_
the ones you're considering
ber of people going in and
Asphalt Rustic-Shingles avail- protection is warranteed for
are already --occupied. it
out of the house, opening
able froi:n Celotex.Contrast- 15 years by Celotex on their
doesn't
hurt
to knock on a
doors and windows. etc.
ing shadow bands give these Tropical White "FRS" asfew doors. Often,the experishingles a rugged,yet esthet- phalt shingle.
ences of your neighbors will
ically pleasing allpearance.
For further information.
From The Prdfessional
provide a good clue as to
Celotex produces these shin- write: Celotex Roofing Prodwhat your operating costs
Building Craftsmen at
gles in 'beautiful earthtone ucts Division, P.O. Box
will be.
colors.
22602,Tampa.Florida 33622.
Another option. as with
existing homes,is to give the
local utility..0 call. In some
REFINISHING &
If your house is
*Offering A Complete Remodeling Sercities, it is posible to obtain
five years old, or less, you may qualify for
We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
a reasonabk estimate of heatCUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
vice.
ing, cooling, appliance and
comes to remodeling.
Allstat,e's"New House 1(1% Discount."'
otenisos
*Feat
h.no
uring A Full Line Of Custom And
8
Repo
lightin
g
costs based on the
Give us a call and get in on the savings.
We're equipped with a qualified team
•Covrom Boar Formfure
'Applies to bane horneown*, premise,
Square footage and Zhermal
Stock Cabinetry and Counter Tops.
•Anhque Bross Hardwore
of men who will get the job done...
4
efficiency of a particular new
•C,s,rio, Built Kitchen Cobmess
Phone Or See *Complete Design And Layout Service.
home. Your bailder.will be
happy to provide- you with
Bob Billington CPCU A II
*The very finest storm windows and
the information the utility
Owen Billington
You're in good hands.
doors
needs
.
to prepare such an
A'Istate Ineur•gue
Siorthl,rook, //)
Guy Billington
estimat
e.
In
some
cases,
the
The
mos.fill So.
Tom Scruggs.
Call Now
builder himself may have
Norf.'s. kt
Murray Insurance
already
had the utility perDan Shipley
form the calculations for each'
Agency
of his modelS.

Fences adclbeauty and safety
to backyard swimming pools

Professional builders cut costs
for inflation-minded consumers

Attractive fences

create city gardens

Why are good fences

such good neighbors?

Do-It-Yourself Water Heater

Fungus-Free Reflective
Energy.Saver Shingles

Insulation: A Few installation Tips
For Safety And Performance

Save 10 percenton
Allstate Homeowners
insurance for your
new home.

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

Stale

What You Expect...
and More!!

Ouunrs

Roy's Carpenter Shop

492-8837 1

753-4124
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Police Commissioner Reveals

House To Act This Week
On Israel And Egypt Aid

Statewide Recruitment Drive

can give the package final
WASHINGTON ( API —The
approval.
House will act this week on aid
On Thursday, the House
for Israel and Egypt and on a
motor vehicle operator's
FRANKFORT — State
21 black officers.
takes up a bill that would
new missile system — but
Police Commissioner Kenneth
KSP Sgt. Larry Fentress, license.
direct the Pentagon to begin
not on President Carter's oil
E. Brandenburgh announced
— Be at least 5 feet six inone of the officers named by
developing a new groundprice decontrol plan, which
here today that the Kentucky
Brandenburgh to coordinate ches tall without shoes, with
based
State Police will begin a
begins Friday.
intercontinental
the statewide recruiting ef- weight proportional to height.
nuclear missile system —
statewide recruiting drive on
— Have vision correctable
The House will take no
fort, said that the necessary
unless it can certify that
'June 1.
action to block the plan, which
forms will be available to to 20-20 with glasses, and 20-50
missiles in roving planes
It will be the first time that
allows U.S. oil prices to rise in
interested applicants at any without glasses.
would be better.
the state police have sought to
In addition, each applicant
state police post, or the
phases, despite an overattract new recruits since . permanent driver examining also must pass a medical
The directive is in a $1.5
whelming Democratic Caucus
1976. For the past three years( centers
billion supplemental defense
vote against it.
in
Louisville, exam and undergo an inthey have been able to meet. Lexington and Covington, vestigation of his background
authorization that includes
The reason, say aides to
their existing manpower
million
between the hours of noon and to insure that he is of good
to begin
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn., is $265
needs by drawing on an ap- 8 p.m., Monday through moral character.
development of a "shell
that he does not have the votes
plicant backlog that finally
Applicant,- 4".:A.e-piecf- for
game" system that would
Saturday, beginning June 1
to get a measure blocking the
was exhausted only late last
training will receive a salary
protect the missiles by moving
and ending June 15.
price rise ourrof committee
year.
The deadline for return of of $710 a month while atand onto the floor, where it them among empty silos.
According to the Com- the completed applications to tending the state police
The Senate Armed Services
could be voted on.
REPRESENTATIVES OF the Murray Education Association
missioner, at least 3.0 adwho attended the Kentucky
state police control will be academy. Upon graduation,
Conunittee approved a bill
The first relevant bill on
Education
Association's annual meeting in Louisville included
ditional troopers must be
their starting salary as
midnight, June 30..
Doralyn Lanier, left,
which Moffett can offer an Thursday letting an Oct. 1
Carolyn and Buddy Light. Delegates at the meeting
added to their present force if
probationary troopers will
reaffirmed that professional
amendment to force a House . deadline for Carter to make a
negotiations would be the main emphasis of their legislative
they are to maintain an
Fentress said that the short then be raised to $1,048 a
program for the coming
vote on blocking Carter's plan long-delayed decision between
year.June Lee of Jefferson County was electedpresi
authorized strength of 1;005
application
period
is month.
dent.
may not come up until July. that system and one that
officers for the coming fiscal
necessary in order to meet an
His office said the amendment would hide the missiles in
year.
early fall training date at the
will be to block removing the roving jumbo jets.
Brandenburgh said that the
State Police Academy,"while
price controls retroactively.
statewide drive also will instill allowing recruiters and
But House Speaker Thomas
clude a major effort to attract
the state police personnel
O'Neill said last week such
P.
interested minority and
board adequate time to
an exercise would be a
female applicants. Four black
evaluate each candidate's
"charade," Even if the House
add four white troopers are
fitness and select those conWASHINGTON ( AP)) —
voted to block Carter's plan,
being assigned fulltime to
sidered most qualified to
Senate likely The electrical igniter that
said,
the
he
identify qualified minorities
complete the 16-week training
keeps the eternal flame
By SAhLY JACOBSEN
' With the bolt broken, the left the most skilled pilot could ground zero to 600 feet, and it would nOt.
and women and make them
program required of all
have gained control of or land- did not leap up there on rubber
eternal over the John F.
Associated Press Writer
138
voted
Democrats
House
engine
pylon
and
separated
aware of the career opprospective troopers."
to 69 last week against Car- Kennedy grave in Arlington
from the plane, rolled over the ed a plane with a missing en- bands."
portunities offered by the
For the information of those
Some airlines 'said they ter's plan. That informal tally, National Cemetery is failing
WASHINGTON I AP ) — The top of the wing and fell to the gine.
state police, he said.
interested in becoming a state
"nut Driver disagreed. would inspect or replace the however, does not stop the and will be replaced Wed"The special recruiting
trooper, Fentress said that eight domestic airlines flying ground.
Saying
again that in- bolts before the FAA plan from taking effect.
nesday,
the
cemetery
The jet climbed a few hunDC-10s, told to inspect engine
force will also seek assistance
every applicant must meet the
vestigators feel a DC-10 should deadline; spokesmen for
superintenden
today.
t
returns
said
when
House,
it
The
feet,
dred
plummeted.
then
mounts
on
134
of
jets
the
or
from community leaders and
following
minimum
The igniter relights the gas
The eight airlines, besides fly with only two engines others said their maintenance from its Memorial Day break
ground them, moved quickly
organizations whom we hope
qualifications:
attached, he added, "The crews were moving quickly to Wednesday, will begin acting flame whenever it is blown out
will be of particular help to us
— Be between 21-30 years of to meet today's federally inspecting the bolts, were orproof
of it is that it did go from meet the deadline.
on Carter's three-year, 84.8 by wind or rain, which hapimposed deadline. Little dered to look for cracks in the
in
reaching
qualified
age.
billion aid package to help pens from time to time,
minorities and women in— Have a high school disruption seemed to result for fitting that attaches the pylon
carry out the new peace treaty Raymond Costanzo said. But
to the wing structure, FAA
the nation's air travelers.
terested in becoming state
diploma, or its equivalent.
Saturday it refused to work
between Egypt and Israel.
The order came as the official Al Garvis said in Los
police officers," he said.
— Be a U. S. citizen and
The aid includes $800 million and the flame was out for
Currently, the state police
resident ot„ Kentucky, and Federal
Aviation Angeles. The order calls for
to- relocate two Israeli air about a half-hour before it
force includes one female and
possess a valid Kentucky
Administration continued its mechanics to "visually inbases from Sinai territory' could be 'restarted manually,
spect
inside
the
forward
search for the cause of
being returned to Egypt, $2.2 he said.
Friday's crash of an Ameri- flange of each wing engine
flame
"The
has
billion for Israeli defensive
a
can Airlines jumbo jet in Chi- pylon aft bulkhead."
By PAULINE JELINEK
John Cardinal Cody, Roman weapons and $1.5 billion for mechanical system 15 years
Elwood Driver, the vice
cago. The crash, the nation's
Associated Press Writer
Catholic
archbishop
By The Associated Press and Egypt took More dr-frig-toof Egyptian defensive weapons.
old," the superintendent said.
worst aviation disaster, killed -chairman of the National - PARK RIDGE,- Ill. (AP —
-Chicago, read to the mourners
WASHINGTON
Of the $4.8 billion total, $1.47 "It's just won out."_,_
ward peace today as Israeli
Transportation Safety Board As jet engines roared
at least 273 persoos.
a telegram sent Monday by billion would be assistance
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Navy ships prepared to sail
The flame is visible-from
The airlines faced a who is conducting the Chicago overhead, nearly 1,100 people
Pope John Paul II who said he that would not be repaid: the Washington, across the
eight domestic airlinfa flying through the Suez Canal for the
deadline of 3 a.m. EDT today investigation, said some of the gathered at - Mary Seat of
had prayed, "asking God to rest would be in loans.
DC-10s, t .d to inspect engine first time in history, and
Potomac River from the
to inspect the DC-10s before focus of the inspections Would Wisdom Roman Catholic
'sustain them in this hour of
mounts on 134 of the jets or President Anwar Sadat inThe Senate, which is taking. cemetery.
the government grounded be on the "aft fitting" because Church to mourn the victims
great sorrow." •
ground them, moved quickly vited foreign airlines to begin
Kennedy would have been 62
the week off, has already
them. Indications were that "there are indications that of the nation's worst aviation
"We are gathered here to approved the aid, but small years old today had he lived.
to meet today's federally flying between Cairo and Tel
most of the carriers were able there could have been disaster.
say we love and we care for
imposed deadline. Little Aviv at once.
He was assassinated in
to comply with the order problems in that area."
The church is about a -mite you who have been harmed differences between the House
disruption seemed to result for
and Senate versions must be Dallas, Texas, on Nov.
CBS News reported that in- from
without serious delays or
Chicago's
O'Hare
through this tragedy," said worked out before -Congress 1963.
the nation's air travelers. The
PEKING (AP) — The U.S.vestigators were looking for International Airport, where
flight cancellations.
the Rev. John S. Hubner,
order came as the Federal China trade agreement was
FAA Administrator Lang- "evidence of unusual engine 273 people were killed-Friday
senior Protestant chaplain at
Aviation Administration threatened today as the
horheAond on Monday or- vibration in the seconds before when an American Airlines
O'Hare, during the/i incontinued its search for the Chinese balked at limits on
dered the inspections on the the crash ... vibration that plane crashed just after
terdenominational service.
cause of Friday's crash of an textile exports to the United
wide-bodied tri-motors after might have increased stress" takeoff:
Hubner, standing beside a
American Airlines jet, which States and Trade Ambassador
investigators found that one of on the bolt.
flower-banked altar, looked
killed 273 persons.
Robert Strauss gave them
the small bolts attaching the
Bond told Monday's news
across a dozen pews occupied
until Thursday to accept the
engines to the plane's wings conference that American's
by families and friends of the
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The American demands. Strauss
through connecting pylons Flight 191 was doomed the
victims. He urged them to live
House will act this week on aid was meeting toilay with Vice
broke just before Friday's moment it left the runway.
lives that would be tributes to
for Israel and Egypt andon a Premier Deng Xiaoping (Teng
crash.
He said he thought not even
the memory of the dead.
new missile system — but not Hsiao-ping)....and Foreign
"There are so many things
on President Carter's oil price Minister Huang Hua in an
they left undone and there are
decontrol plan, which begins attempt to solve the impasse.
so many words of kindness
Friday. The House wilItake no He said the chances of
By RON BARKER
that should have been said, let
action to block the plan, which agreement were "iffy."
/Associated Press Writer
Member
0111._ 74.
us be a bit more loving and a
allows U.S. oil prices to rise in
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
bit
more
caring and a bit more
phases, despite an over- SALISBURY, Rhodesia (API
DOctors today howl to
USGF
giving and take upon ourwhelming Democratic Caucus — Rhodesia's first black
4
VC
separate 19-month-old Lisa
selves the responsibility to do
vote against it.
president, Josiah
Zion
#nd Elise Hansen — Siamese the good things
USGSA
in life, that
INTERNATIONAL
Gumede, will be sworn in
/twins joined at the tops of their those
who
have
been
•
JERUSALEM (AP — Israel today and as his first official •
carried
11
10
heads — in dangerous and from
this life can nolonger
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
act will call on Bishop Abel
delicate surgery that could do,"
half dozen lines:
he said.
AP Special Correspondent
Muzorewa to form the
"Memories, memories, the take as long as 20 hours to
At
the end of the half-hour
50%
NEW
ORLEANS
(
AP) —7 hurt is always there,
country's
black-majority
complete.
service, the dozen Christian
Those orderly rows of
government.
Dr. Stephen Minton, head of and
Loneliness and sadnest,
Jewish clergymen offered.
classified ads at the back of more than we can bear.
NATIONAL
the University of Utah individual
/
condolences to the
CHICAGO(AP) — Two feder- the nation's newspapers can
surgical
team—that
was to victims' families
We look at your pictures and
as they left
al safety officials — one in • sometimes sandwich an
perform the operation, said a
the church.
awesome slice of life in the tears always fall,
Washington, the other here at
Siamese
twins
few
joined at
Remembering how gooI you
space of four or five lines.
the crash scene — disagree
the head have been separated
were-to us all.
over whether American Airsuccessfully, but none shared
"Never worn, White wedlines Flight 191 was "doomed"
Mom,
blood vessels,the way Lisa and
we
miss
you,
ding dress. Petite size."
when an engine fell off.
Your devoted family."
Elise do.
That two-line message in the
One expert says it was imPrevious attempts to
New Orleans Times-Picayune
Around Memorial Day and separate twins with
possible to control the aircraft
exwith a phone number attached All Souls Day,
memorial tensively shared cranial tissue
once the engine separated,
conjures up enough imagiruiry poems and remembrance
s fill have ended in deathtor seyere
while another says loss of the
emotional wallop for a nuiii page after page
in the mental retardation, he said.
engine alone would not have
TV series. What happened to classified section of both
New
crippled the plane fatally.
If separation is successful,
the little lady? Jilted? Died? Orleans papers as befits
The new—and very reliable—
a there will be no mental
A, 8 Dick 990 plain paper copChanged her mind? Left him city where the dead rest
above retardation in either child, he
UNDA T .7' AP — Ameriier compares to eguipment costwaiting at the church? ground, the saints are on
in 50% more
the said, and Lisa and Elisa will
cans were prepared to
Decided to go groupie?
street sign and at the geta chance for normal lives.
The 990 has all of the most
scrounge, scramble and wait
wanted" features of machines
for gasoline over the
If that wedding ever does Superdome,,'and heaven, the
Lisa and Elise were
cosign 50% more—including
Memorial
Day
come'off, it might be just the Elysian Fields, is just a bus hospitalized Monday to await
weekend, but
the versatility to make 11- a 17'
copies copy on both sides of
most found that the Great Gas
occasion to enlist the ride from Canal Street. surgery. University of Utah
paper and use most any kind
Crunch
of
classified
'79
services, offered on
had taken a
of paper including overhead
Almost/every day irv'ffie Medical Cent& spokesman
holiday.
the same day, of "Sam, the Picayune and the State-I
transparencies and labels
tem, John Dwan said the operation,
It may not have been cheap
scheduled to Elegin at 10 a.m.
video man, Weddings video- classified ad buyers
are
and in some places was availtaped professionally."
thanking their favorite saints EDT, could take "from six to
able only at the end of long
s.'
:
,sn
thef
Tod
hoiufatrhy
20
"Wanted
to
Buy," for anSwered prayers:
lines, but police and tourist
surgery was to be
beseeched a classified advert
"Thanks to -Our Lord, His
groups throughout the country
a series of complex
in the Frederick,(Md.) Post a Blessed Mother, St. -Jude,
116 NORTH 7TH
St.
reported gasoline supplies
few Saturdays ago, "1976 Anthony, St. Lucy, Pedro Pin operations aimed at eventual
MAYFIELD
247-5912
adequate in most areas.
separation. Earlier, doctors
I,inganore High School Year and Mother Seton for favors
tied off shared blood vessels
Rook. Doesn't , matter if gtanted."
and attempted to constrict the
,utographed."
Join
The Vatican hasn't got girls' skulls in the region
Surrounded by all those "I /around to canonizing him
where they are)oined.
Murray State
yet,
gill not be responsible for any but St. Expedite has a
University Coaches Ron
gig
lebts other than those con- following • in New Orleans
Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
racted by me" notice, Hagiographers, as saint
MISS YOUR PAPER/
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
;otneOne in Barbara Frietstudents are called, would
hie's home town was trying have a difficult time tracing
week of learning at the MSU
SoliscrLaws who kayo not
rocolysid tboir home 6•11yerird
o get a handle on the past,'not his claim on a halo since
he
a
Off Large
copy of Tbo Alarm 1.4
orget it.
•
•
01por L
was actually born of a prin$1.30 Off Any largo
Miss by Sr30 p.m. sedgy
ter's
devil.
Long
ago, a
The Frederick paper that
$1.00 Oft Anyfthid.
friday or by 330 p.M. on
ta mmpii"pins.
ay featured a number/of "In customer in a hurry to thank
Now you can get more for
Saraniorys aro vrpod to call
femoriam" ads, with sad, his heavenly patrons wrote
less Order your favorite pinta Super753.1916 botrosin 530 p.m.
Cost is $135.00 for the one-week
and you'll get more of 'our favonte
imple and very moving bits "expedite" on his classified ad
411Ut. Style
oirM 6 pan_ Monday-Friday, or
session which includes room,
pir2.0
if vel•se to dear departed form and the printer somehow
y,30 p.m said 4 p.m. Soar
included the name in the
board, and tuition. For more
riends and relatives.
Amyl. to Mom* Iiillirary of Cho
One coupon per party per voiit at participating Pizza
litany of saints.' Now St.
nomspamor Calls malt ha
Hut'
information, contact the
restaurants
There was one to "Nellie
Expedite, with his French
Offer good only on regular menu prices through June 4, 1979
placed by 6 p
wooktiaryi or
who left us four years ago" sounding name, appears often-basketball office at
pa.Savnbp. to poileappos
ME 111.
1111
MI OM Ell
hat crammed a cot of love and
in the classified cOtiiiiins of 782-8804.
eartache into the spaceef a
this bilingual town.

Airlines Inspect Engine Mounts On 134
Jets; Disruption Minor To Air Travel
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Eternal Flame
To Be Replaced

Nearly 1,100 Gather To
Mourn Victims Of Worst
Aviation Disaster Ever

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
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Unsettling Agreement

House
would
begin
rounden
n --f that
planes

Umpires Are Back, But So Are Hard Feelings
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Well, baseball certainly
showed those militant umpires who had the nerve to
turn their back on The Game.
Let's hope Marvin Miller,
major domo of the Players
Association, appreciates the
the league
line
hard
presidents took in the sevenweek walkout. Much of it was,
after all, for his benefit, so he
could see firsthand just how
tough baseball management

a $1.5
.efense
:eludes
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DUBLIN,Ohio ( AP) — Tom
Watson's a man on a working
vacation the next two weeks.
The winner of four PGA tour
events this year, including the
Memorial Tournament
Sunday, is honing his already
considerable skills for the U.S.
Open.
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been 62
e lived.
Led in
oy. 72,

could be in a labor showdown.
When they walked, the umps
were demanding an average
boost of $10,000 per man. When
they came back, it was for an
average $7,000 per man in
salaries and $3,000 per man in
per diem expenses, which
means that from an economic
standpoint, they got what they
wanted. They also got inseason vacations, increases in
spring training pay and improved pension benefits.
What's more, the settlement

Watson Honing
Skills, Waiting
For U.S. Open
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In Pursuit Of A State Title
g and his Murray High teammates during their victory last week
Madisonville was unable to stop Brad Taylor (runnin
or
state tournament, and Murray will open play against either Paintsville
that placed the Tigers in the high school baseball
oro.
Owensb
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Laurel County in the first round Thursday in

them for that purpose.
The umpires' contract
debate with baseball was only
a warmup for what lies ahead,
like the preliminary bout
before the main event. There
is, remember, an expiring
bargaining
collective
agreement with the players
the
and
association
negotiating history between
management and that union is
pockmarked with problems.
The umpires' settlement
cost something like $2.5
million, a drop in the bucket
current
baseball's
for
at isn't
iiednomy. Why,trate free
enough to buy a
agent these days. You can bet
the players will want more
than that. But will they get it?
That is the question.
There was a particularly
significant " clause in the
umpires. settlement. It said
that in the event of ... perish
the thought ... a player strike,
the umpires would receive 45
days pay.
Now why in tile world would
that be included? Certainly
after seeing the tough way
baseball handled the umpires,
the players would never think
of striking.
Would they, Marvin?

Post 73 Opens Campaign
With SweeplOf Jackson

Whether or not it was the
turning point is debatable, but
it definitely breathed some life
into the Murray American
team
baseball
Legion
Saturday afternoon at Holland
Stadium.
With two outs and Murray
His victories this year are
6-5 in the final inning,
behind
rivals.
any
twice as many as
n Mike--taughn
basema
first
His money total is almost
knot the score,
to
home
stole
up
Lanny
of
runner
double that
land Post 73 went on to sweep a
Driesell also has said Ber- Wadkins'$177,000.
from Jackson,
gey's acceptance of a job at
He's well on his way to a doubleheader
Maryland would not be any third straight sweep of the Tenn., 7-6 and 11-1, in seasonpart of a package deal.
PGA Player of the Year, opening action.
"Their pitcher had a good
"I knew Roger Bergey Vardon Trophy and moneywas
n
he wasn't
Sampso
Ralph
before
winning titles, unprecedented./ curve ball, but
paying any attention to Mike,"
born. That talk doesn't bother in the sport.
r Bill
me at all. Only one thing
"I'm going to practice hard. said Murray Manage
bothers me and that is we lost I've got work to do on my Cherry. "So I just decided to
five home games last year," driving. I made mistakes with send him."
The tying run gave Dean
Driesell said.
my driver here and the
the opportunity in the
Cherry
fairways will be much
in Billy
narrower at the Open. My eighth to drive
with a
third
from
Presson
My
e.
irons were only adequat
walk.
-loaded
putting is what carried me," bases
The-second game was never
said Watsort,--us Masters

Neither Sampson Nor His Coach
Is Certain Of Plans For Future
t do anything until
Va. AA championships, going he wouldn'
HARRISONBURG,
signed. When Ralph
Ralph
past
this
games
26
in
n
unbeate
(AP — Roger Bergey, ttie
record in didn't sign, I told Roger he
Harrisonburg High basketbali season after a 25-2
owed it to himself to consider
1977-78.
mach whose 7-foot-314 Ralph
college jobs," Cummins
the
athletic
ns,
Brownie Currum
Sampson is the hottest
He added:
said.
onburg
Harris
at
r
directo
commodity left on the
tell you.this, Roger
can
"I
'been
has
recruiting market, says an High, said Bergey
to feather his cap
tried
hasn't
g
coachin
other
several
offered
assistant coaching job at
expense. He's a
Ralph's
at
at
one
the
Maryland "seems like a great posts besides
I'd hate to lose
coach;
great
nd.
Maryla
opportunity if I want to get
that
along
all
said
''Roger
Into college ball."
But Bergey said Thursday
he has not decided whether he
Will take Maryland Cdach
Lefty Driesell up On the
chance to fill one of two
vacancies on the Terps'
coaching staff.
He insisted, too, that he and
Sampson — who reportedly
singled home two more runs to
NSON
may announce this week By HERSCHEL NISSE
cap a tie-breaking four-run
AP Sports Writer
where he will go to college —
.
seventh
The Minnesota Twins have
have never talked about a
ere, the New • York
Elsewh
ns"
of
"cousi
a
bunch
found
package deal."
won in Milwaukee for
s
Yankee
American
the
said among
has
Sampson
time since 1977 by
first
the
sisters.
weak
s
repeatedly he has narrowed League'
Brewers 2-1 in 10
the
edging
in
And just to keep things all
his list of schools to four —
innings, the Kansas City
Roy
op
shortst
family,
the
North Carolina, Virginia
the
outlasted
Smalley, Manager Gene Royals
Tech, Virginia and Kentucky.
Baltimore Orioles 5-4 in 16
is
leading
,
nephew
s
Mauch'
He also has said several times
innings, the Texas Rangers
the way.
that Maryland is not in the
Sox 5-2,
The Twins broke a five- beat the Boston Red
running, whether Bergey
Sox
White
o
Chicag
the
by
Monday
osing_streak
nd":
tales a Job there or not,.-___game_l
Clevela
--the
ed
Irimiii
outslugging the Oakland A's
The Harrisonburg star, who
record Indians 6-1 and the Detroit
their
boosted
That
10-7.
averaged nearly 30 points and
the Toronto
against the A's, Seattle Tigers downed
20 rebounds per game during
Blue Blue Jays 6-2.
Toronto
and
rs
Marine
his senior season, has visited
The Twins broke a 6-6 tie in
Jays, the Al.'s three worst
only the four schools on his list
the seventh. John Castino
14-0.
to
teams,
and East Tennessee State.
singled home the go-ahead
In addition, they are 5-2 with run, Rob Wilfong walked with
He was the only,nonover
3-2
collegian named last month to Detroit and
loaded and Smalley,
22-4 the bases
a
them
giving
nd,
Clevela
the 12-man U.S. team which_
also doubled and scored
who
with subwill compete in this summer's log against teams
in the third inning, singled
winning
only
The
.
records
.500
Pa nAmerican Games.
home the final two runs. The
Bergey, 38, confirmed teams the Twins have played three hits boosted Smalley's
Texas
Thursday he had talked last so far are California,
batting average to .389.
They are
week with Driesell and said and Kansas City.
Yankees 2, Brewers I
"we kicked some things only 4-14 against those clubs.
Mickey Rivers lined his
"All wins count the same. third home run of the season
around. I haven't accepted
by the
anything, though. I haven't They don't put asterisks
with two out in the 10th inning
division
secondthe
over
wins
made up my mind."
to ruin a fine pitching perwho hit
With_Sampson in a starring clubs," said Smalley,
formance by Milwaukee's Bill
homer
-inning
first
run
twoa
won
role, Harrisonburg has
Travers. The blast gave
— his 10th of the season — and rookie Ron Davis his first
two straight Virginia Group
major league victory. Davis,
recalled from the minors on
Chicken Pickin'
Sunday, relieved Jim Beattie
Wednesdays
with runners at first and third
ky
one out in the eighth,
and
-tt:t
)
)
worked out of trouble and
allowed one hit the rest of the
way.
Royals 5,prioles 4
George Brett, who had
SAVE
already hit for the cycle
50CI
(single. double, triple, home
run) in the first 15 innings, led
off the 16th against Sammy
Regular $1.88 2-pc 0!nner
Stewart with his second homer
of the night and sixth of the
year to power Kansas City
Murray, Kent_Icky
over the Orioles.

Watson terms the Open his
No. 1 priority in a season
already glittering with winnings of more than $353,000 —
just under $9,000 below his alltime single season total in
.
1978.
• .
"It's my top priority
because I've had a chance to
win it twice. I haven't done it.
And I haven't even been in
• contention the last three
years," he said.
For a man of Watson's
fierce_ pride, that must be a
gnawing disappointment.

champion and two-time
British Open king.
His 285 total, 3 under par,
was the lone sub-par effort in
the select international field
for the Memorial. Watson
cruised to a 3-shot victory over
runnerup Miller Barber.

included eight days ols.
retroactive pay covering the
period of time from when the
settlement was reached on
May 11 until the, date it was
put into effect and the umpires
returned to work on May 19.
Take that, said baseball's
brass, and that's just what the
umps did. They took that and
this and the other thing and
made up for past inequities.
But they also made some
concessions to baseball in
order to get what they wanted
and that's why sealing the
agreement took As long as it
did.
The regulars had to accept
the addition of eight umpires
— four in each league — who
had worked during the
walkout. That was the price of
the settlement and it was a
stiff one as far as the 52
regulars were concerned.
There is, as you might understand, no love lost between
the veterans who walked and
the minor leaguers who
worked.
But in order to provide the
time off the urrips had
demanded, baseball had to
have replacements and it paid
_back the minor leaguers who
had worked by promoting

Beating The Losers

in doubt, as Murray scored 11
runs in the first three innings
for the victory in a contest that
was called after four innings
because of the 10-run rule.
Scott Tucker led off the
Murray. seventh in the first
game with a single, but he was
thrown out stealing. Vaughn
,singled to left with two outs,
went to second on Kenny
McCuiston's walk and to third
on a wild pitch.
In the eighth,_ Bill Presson
led off the frame with a walk,
Jeff Jackson reached on a hit
and Scott Tucker was intentionally walked to load the
bases before Cherry decided
the issue.
Jackson, who limited the
visitors to one hit in the second
game, tripled in the first inning to start Murray's fourrun outburst.
Post 73 added two more runs
in the second before a five-run

surge in the third proved to be
the clincher.
Murray, 2-0, hosts St.
Mathews to a doubleheader
Saturday at6 p.m.
Murray 7, Jackson 6
ab r h bi
5 0 2 2
Jeff Jockson, 2b
0
311
David Mathis. cf
1 0
3 1
Scott Tucker, p
1 0 0 0
Darrell Paschall, p
0 0 0 0
Chad Tucker, p
4 0 1 2
Dean Cherry,c
3 2 1 0
Mike Vaughn,lb
3 1 0 0
Ken McCuiston, if
1 1 0 0
David Stripling, rt
2 0 0 0'
"ferry Gibson,3b
2 0 0 ,0
ThUy Presson. ss
29 7 6 4
Totals
200 003 11-8 6 0
Murray
001 023 00-6 8 2
Jackson
Murray 11. Jackson 1
ab r h • In
3 2 1 ;0
David Mathis, rf
3 2 2
3
Jeff Jackson. p
2 2 1'0
Scott Tucker,2b
3 2 2 3
Dean Cherry,c'
3 0 1
Mike Vaughn, lb
2 1 1
Ken McCuiston, cf
3 0 2 2
Don Hargrove, If
0 1 0 0
Billy Presson. ss
3 0 0 0
Terry Gibson.3b
22 11 9 11
Totals
425 0-11 9 0
Murray.
- 1:1010-P1-1
Jackson

Twins Still Thumping Those Cellar Dwellers

:."

38
$1.

kntucky Fried Chicken.

Baltimore had tied it in the
ninth on Ken Singleton's opposite-field homer after the
Royals had taken a 4-3 lead in
the eighth on Brett's two-run
homer off Dennis Martinez.
Gary Roenicke also homered
for the Orioles.
Rangers 5,11ed Sox 2
Fergie Jenkins and Sparky
Lyle checked Boston on nine
hits and Al Oliver lashed a
tworun homer in the first
Inning as the Rangers posted
their eighth consecutive
triumph over the Red Sox
dating back to last season. It .
was the third time in as many
outings Jenkins had beaten his
former team since he was
traded back to Texas two
years ago. Buddy Bell's
double play grounder got the
winning run home in the fifth
inning and Bump Wills added
a two-run single in the eighth.
White Sox 6, Indians 1
Alan Bannister drilled three
singles, drove in one run and
scored two and Ken Kravec
held Cleveland hitless after
allowing three hits in the first
inning. The White Sox went
ahead with two runs in the
second. Rusty Torres doubled
home the first run Greg Pryor
added a sacrifice fly. Bill
Nahorodny, Bannister and
Ralph Garr singled a run
home in the fourth, fifth, and
sixth innings, respectively,
and Nahorodny homered in
the eighth.
.Tigers 6, Blue Jays 2
Champ Sur:surfers, acquired
from Cincinnati% over the
weekend, cracked his first
American League homer to
ignite a threerun secondinning while Jack Morris
scattered seven hits in
recording his first complete
game of the year.

While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, we caii-do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.

Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T.P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
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Sports At A Glance

Bullet Guards Confident
Of Ability To Come Back
SEATTLE ( AP ) — Kevin
Grevey and Larry Wright,two
of Washington's beleaguered
guards, acknowledge the
defending champion Bullets
are having trouble, but all that
will change if they can beat
the Seattle SuperSonics
tonight.
''l think we'll come back,"
said Grevey. "We're a team
that makes great comebacks.
We proved that when we were
down 3-1 I against San
Antonio).
"We can very well change
this thing right around by
getting a _win here and now
we're in the driyer's seat. We
just have to play much better
than we have."
The Bullets won the opener
of the National Basketball
Association best-of-seven
championship series, but lost

the next two. Tonight's Game
4 is in the Seattle Coliseum.
The Bullets' guards have
taken the brunt of ctiticism for
the teams' poor play, having
hit on only eight of 35 shots in
Sunday's 105-95 loss, the third
game of the series in which
Washington hasn't scored 100
points.
We didn't play well as a
team," said Wright. the
substitute who is supposed to
fire up the club. "We've got to
figure out a way to hit our
shots. We've got to take the
game to Seattle, rather than
let them take it to us. We're
we're
when
better _
aggressive."
The Sonic guards outscored
the Bullets' backcourt 64-19,
but Wright said, "That comes
from us not forcing the game
to them. We walked the ball up
thP court and telegraphed

every pass we threw. The
Sonics had a chance to adjust
and with the range of Gus
Williams and Dennis Johnson,
you can't do that."
Williams scored 31 points
Sunday to bring his threegame total to 84, while Dennis
Johnson had 17, plus nine
assists.
Midway through Sunday's
third quarter, when the Sonics
had opened up a 17-point lead,
Bullets' Coach Dick Motta
brought in forward Greg
Ballard and moved Bobby
Dandridge to guard, a move
he usually makes for defensive purposes. But this time,
Motta said, -it was to bolster
the offense.
"We were searching for
anything," said Motta. "We
move the best forward in the
league around."
Grevey was angry' about the

as

criticism of the guards,
arguing that the Washington
offense is directed primarily
to the big men.
"We're in this as a team,"
he said. "I'm sick and tired of
everyone trying to separate
the guards from the rest of the
team. We're in this together.
''If the guards aren't getting
the shots, it's because we're
not moving the ball. Eighty
percent of our offense is
designed to get the ball down
low. They're keying on our big
people. We have to make
adjustments."
Lenny
Sonics' Coach
Wilkens, who has alternated
his defenses to unsettle the
Bullets, expects Washington
to go all out in tonight's game
to even up the series before
going back to Landover, Md.,
for Game 5 Friday night.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pct GB
I
W
.126
25 15
Montreal
614
V 17
Ptuladelphui
9
550
32 11
SI Lou.
4118
31 21
Pittsburgh
463
22
II
Chic ego
366 10'.
15 16
Nee Sorb
WEST
573
19
26
Cm,Innen
2
.531
35 23
Houston
2'i
521
30 M
San 1. rancisco
5
409
23 3i
Ion Angeles
408
20 36
San Diego
400
II 27
Atlanta
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 6, Chicago 4
Montreal 8-3, St Louis 3-11
Pittsburgh 2. New York 1
Los Angeles 8, Cincinnati 7 .
Houston 4. San Diego 2
Atlanta :0. San Francisco I
Monday 's Games
Pittsburgh 8. New York 1
Atlanta 4. San Frintlico /
Chu.ago 4, Ptuladelphia 1
Cincinnati 3. Los Angeles 2. 13 11111111gs
San Diego 5. Houston 4
Only g41111e5 scheduled
Tuesday 's Games
Philadelphia .1tuthven 62, at Montreal
Rogers 4-2;. ( n
Chicago Hollirruin 4-2) at Pittsburgh
4.13,Rnbinson 34r. t Fl I
New Veit 1 Zachry 341 at.SLLatas
Vuckovich 1-21. n
CHICIDniilt1 I Moskau 4-11 at Houston
•
Dixon 0-1,, n
Atlanta Brainier* 1-0 and P Niekro4
7 at San Diego Owclunko 1-1 and Mura

The Astros bumped the
Pirates 12-3, and the A's
defeated the Cards 8-3 in
season-opening Little League
games last night.
David Dill, Eddie Travis,
Kelly Starks and Jeff Kenyon
each scored twice for the
Astros. The Pirates were led
by Jim Brannon and Tim
Stalls, who had two hits each.
The A's/ii.sed a five-run third
inning to ice their victory' over
the Cards. Greg Shelton and
Mitch Grogan both scored
twice for the winners.
Astros 12
David Dill
Eddie Travis
Mike Wilkins
Ed Bidder
Dennis Thurmond
Elic Whited
Alex Dowdy
Ed Crutchfield

ab
5
5
4
0
4
4
4
4

r h
2 0
2 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 1

2 2
2 0
1 0
3 2
38 12

0
0
0
2
3

Mates 5
ab r h
4 I 1
Jim Kelly
1 1
4.
Jay Wells _
4 2 2
Jun Brannon
3 0 2
Tim Stalls
3 0 0
Tirn Glavm
3 0 0
Kyle Smith
3 0 0
Terry Walston
0 0 0
Joel Lotto
2 1 1
John Burk een
1 0 0
Brian Duncan
2 0 0
John Burke
29 5 7
Totals
001 40-5 7
Pirates
044 13-12 3
Astros
Winning pitcher . Dennis Thurmond
A's 8
ab r
3 1 1
Steve Malone
2 0
3
Gerg Shelton
3 2 0
Mitch Grogan
3 1 1
Rick Grogan
2 0 0
Mike Foust,I 0 0
Ward Simmons
3 0 0
Richard Jones
4 0 0
Robert Hopkins
0 0
0
David Thorn
3 1 0
Tony Bybee
1 1 0
Jay Lyon
2 0 0
Mike McCallon
33 8 2
Totals

Cards 3
ab
3
Chuck Adams
2
John Hassell
1
Russ Dunn
3
Steve Wells
3
Oro Pritchard
3
Ross Bolen
3
John Kelso
2
Kelly Stelley
2
Ran Rogers
0
John Hassell
0
Mike Rogers
2
Mar kn Cochrurn
24
Totals
005
As
003
Cards
Winning pitcher Mitch Grogan

r h
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 2
034 8
00-3 2

Kentucky League
Pitching dominated Kentucky League oopeners last
night and helped the A's and
Astros to victories.
Greg Futrell gave up just
two hits and struck out 12 in
hurling the Astros to their 8-4
triumph over the Cards, while
Mike Garland fanned 17 to

push the A's to their 9-4 win
over the Cubs.
Darvell Rogers homered
and singled for the A's.
440
Astrus
001
Cards
Winning Pitcher. Greg Futrell
511
A's
000
Cubs
Garland
Mike
Winning Pitcher,

004
12-4

The Schedule
Upcoming Games
T-BALL - Today - Meta vs Pirates.
Thustlay Cubs vs Cards. Yanks vs Reds
PARK LEAGUE - Today Reds vs
Twins. Cubs vs Mets Thursday. Pirates
vs Cubs. Astons vs Reds
KENTUCKY LEAGUE- Today Reds vs
Twins, P11111eS vs Yank], Thursday
Yanks ,r3 As. Twins vs Astrce Fnday
Cubs vs Pirates, Cards vs Reds
LITTLE LEAGUE Today Yanks ,s
Reds. Twins vs Cubs; Thursday . Cards vs
Astrco. Pirates vs As. Friday Reds vs
Twins, Cubs vs Yanks
PONY LEAGUE - Wednesday makeup
games. AgT00 vs MUM, 01-101011 1I3
Rids, Thursday Phds vs Alms. Indians
vs Orioles
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Underwood Angry
At Having To Pitch
Against His Brother
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Home Again...

NATIONAL LEAGUE
StL,
BATTING (1110 at bolsi - Broth,
373, Rose, Phi. 371 Murphy, All, 348,
Knight, Cu,. 139, Mandl*, NY. 335
RUNS—Lopes, LA, 40: Concepcn. Cm.
35, Pith), Nth, 33; North, SE, 13,
Schmidt. Phi, 32
RBI Murphy, All 31; Kuignian,
35: Schnudt, Phi, 34; Foster. Cin, 33.
Garvey. IA, 33, Woifield, Si). 33
HITS -Rose. Phi, 15, Russell, IA, 115;
Winfield, SD. 63; Garvey. IA. 111; t'on54. Cabell.
cepcii. Cut, 58, Grille,.
HUI, 58
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Htn, 6-2. 750, 2.44, Koeppel:. SF, 5-3 -111,
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STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn, II; Carlton, Pht, 35: PNieltro, AB,31-7Awask..4IY,
50. Sutton, LA, 49.
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Cleveland 5-4, New York 0-0
Boston I. Toronto 0
California 4-9. Clucago 2-1
Detroit 5-10, Baltimore 1-3
Kansas City 2. Minnesota 1
Oakland 2,'Milwaukee I
Teses 7. Seattle 3
Monday', Games
Minnesota 10, Oakland 7
Chicago 6, Cleveland 1
New York 2, Milwaukee 1. 10 innings
Detroit 6, Toronto 2
- Testis S. Boston 2
KAILI413 City 5, Baltimore 4, 16 innings
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,1111:44.11S G•111011
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Detroit
141), ISO
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Sports Briefs

Retired Racer
Jackie Stewart Happy With Life Now,
Despite Turning Down Grand Prix Offers
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Jackie Stewart hung up his
auto racing helmergix years
ago, and he hasn't looked
back.
"No, I don't miss it at all,"
said the wee Scotsman, threetime world driving champion
and once the scourge of the
Grand Prix circuit. "When I
raced I gave it all I had. It was
a challenging and glamorous
era in my life.
"I feel no pangs of regret, no
desire to take the wheel
again."
Jackie obvrgusly means it.
Recently a sponsor, whom
Jackie prefers to remain
anonymous, made him a flat
offer of $1.5 million to return
to the track for 16 Grand Prix
races.
"Counting fringe benefits, it
could have been worth $2
million to $2.5 million," Jackie
said. "I wasn't even slightly
tempted."
The wiry Scot is man of

In

strong will and firm conviction, and he acknowledges
he is concerned about the
present unstable state of the
sport he chose as a profession.

Will Grimsley
. He was appalled at all the
legal
and
feuding
rawifications that shrouded
the 63rd Indianapolis 500, the
recognized giant of auto
racing, last weekend.
"It reflected the absence of

a strong ruling hand," he said.
"If Tony Hulman had been
alive, it wouldn't have
happened. He was a man of
great strength and of
decorum. He was a pacifier
who could have brought the
competing factions together."
Hulman, who replaced
Eddie Ftickenbacker as head
of the sprawling racing
complex in 1946, died in 1977.
Stewart has both kind and
critical words for the U.S.
Auto Club, the ruling body for
Indystyle racing.
"The USAC has lent
credibility," he said, "but the
sport has not grown. The
tendency is to cut expenditures instead of expending them.
''The prize money is not
moving up, as in other sports.
outside
crowds,
The
Indianapolis, are disappointing. Facilities need to be
upgraded. Racing teams are
not getting a healthy return on

Steward Says CART,

Buss Listed As Franchise Buyer ,
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Published reports said that
Jack Kent Cooke is selling the
Forum, the Los Angeles
Lakers basketball team and
the Kings hockey team for $67
million, the biggest deal in
professional sports history.
The expected buyer is Dr.
Jerry Buss, a 46-year-old
chemical engineer who made
a fortune in Los Angeles-area
real estate.
The Los Angeles HeraldExaminer said a $67 ninon
deal was completed and that
Cooke, 66, is selling the
building and the two teams for
$44 million more than they
originally cost him.
The Los Angeles Times said
Cooke has been involved in the
negotiations for almost two
years.
The Herald-Examiner said
Cooke was pressured__hy__
National Football League
commissioner Pete Rozelle to
sell either his hockey and
basketball teams, or the
Washington Redskins. He is
majority owner of the Redskins, and NFL rules prohibit
an owner from having interests in other sports
franchises.

their investment. "This could
discourage sponsors and
manufacturers, such as
Porsche. The stability is not
there. There are deep
problems."
Stewart said he thought too
much was being made of the
conflict between USAC and
the maverick breakaway
group known as Championstp
Auto Racing Teams(CART).
USAC, citing economy and
safety as factors, favors
reduction of the car's thrust
and overall speed. CART
wants less or no restrictions.
"It's a fallacy to think that
greater speed brings greater
fan appeal," Stewart insisted.
"Put people on a corner and
let cars run by at 150 miles an
hour. They can't tell the dif_lerence between that and
miles an hour as long as the
race is competitive."
Stewart flew over to do
commentary on the Indy 500
for ABC-TV. Scottish-born, he
now resides in Switzerland
and is involved in various
enterprises.
at
twice
raced
He
Indianapolis — finishing sixth
GOLF
in 1966 and 18th in 1967 after
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
engine (AP) — Ohio State rallied
encountering
problems.
from fifth place to capture the

U.S. Auto Club Conflicts
Must End By '80 500 Race
The total purse topped $1
same camp."
By STEVE HERMAN
for the 10th straight
million
night,
one
For al least
AP Sports Writer
year's prize
INDIANAPOLIS ( API - however, both sides were year, and this
$127,000
nearly
was
package
drivers
35
the
The court-ordered truce smiling as
previous record
between the 'U.S.- Auto Club picked up shares of a record more than the
year.
and Champiotilhili Ade Indy purse of $1,271,955. $1,145,225 set last
The only larger winners'
Racing Teams has ended, and Mears, 27, -of Bakersfield,
history were
the rival racing organizations Calif., driving in just his shares in Indy
Unser, who
Al
by
claimed
both
home
are going their separate ways second Indy race, took
for his first
$271,697
pocketed
ur
three-ho
his
for
from
plea
e
$270,401
with a desperat
victory in 1970 and a record
Indianapolis 500 chief steward drive on Sunday.
for his third triumph
$290,363
said
honor,"
great
a
is
s
-Thi
Binford.
Tom
year.
Last
n
-positio
- By the 1980 race, we've got Mears, the pole
Nine of the drivers, into pull ourselves together," he starter who took the lead 18
Foyt, both Unser
eluding
when
finish
the
the
laps from
told some 2,000 persons at
winner
annual Indy Victory Awards teammate Bobby Unser lost brothers, former
fourthand
k
Johncoc
'Gordon
explain
can't
"I
gear.
night.
fourth
Banquet Monday
Ongais,
Danny
finisher
place
Binford said he was what it feels like."
Mears, who stayed up near did not attend the banquet.
reluctant to bring up the
the lead the entire race,
subject at the dinner honoring ,
Mears' total. purse included
winner Rick Mears and the finally got his chance when a
other 34 drivers, but he said yellow caution light slowed the $103,500 in accessory prizes
the chaos and controversy entire field. He was able to and $5,000 for leading 25 laps
that at times jeopardized the close the gap behind Unser, in the race. He also received
future of the world's richest and the two Roger Penske the Ford Mustang pace car.
automobile race made some teammates appeared headed Foyt earned $107,291 for
comments necessary.
for a wheel-to-wheel duel to second place and Mosley
pocketed $65,031 for finishing
go
can
we
way
no
"There's
the finish.
When Unser dropped back, third.
on separately," said Binford,
respected equally on both four-time champion A.J. Foyt
sides of the often bitter con- came up to second place, but
Ongais won. $41,197 for
flict over control of chain- he limped across the finish fourth, and Bobby Unser, who
bionship car racing in the line just three seconds ahead wound up fifth, earned $62,319.
of third-place Mike Mosley
United States.
Unser's. total included
when his engine went out on nearly $18,000 in lap prizes.
."There are things that have
to be done. Let's get 'ern done. the last lap.
His 89 laps at the head of the
Mears, joined by his wife field was four more than his
But we can't do-it until we're
Dina, his parents, cat owner brother, whe led most of the
all chasing the same
Penske and his crew, told the first half of the race but
rabbit...until we're all in the
banquet crowd and a finished 22nd after a transtatewide television audience smission seal broke. Al won
Youths Can Play
that his victory was almost $39,646.
unbelievable.
15
through
Anyone age five
"Three years ago when I
Johncock finished sixth for a
who resides in Calloway
driving across the Baja prize of $34,815, and Howdy
was
in
d
intereste
County and is
I never thought I'd Holmes, who was namedIndy
playing baseball should desert,
in a championship rookie of the year, won $38,503
be
even
East
at
Allen
contact Bob
alone win the
let
car,
for seventh place. The
Elementary School at either
Indianapolis 500," he said.
smallest prize was $18,042 for
753-3807.
or
753-9972
Lee Kunzman, who finished
30th.
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Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays
SAVE 500!
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Regular $1.88 IF
2-pc Dinner
• 2 pieces of Chicken
• Potatoes and Gravy
• Coleslaw • Roll

Every Wednesday

kntucky
Pried Chicken.
1113 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky

So now it's on to Milwaukee
for USAC and Trenton, N.J.
for CART, a group of
disgruntled car owners and
drivers who broke with the
established group late last
year. CART set up its own
racing schedule, hinted it
might boycott the Indy 500 and
stage its own race the same
day, then won a court fight to
get six of its top teams—including Mears, both
Unsers, Mosley, Johncock and
two-time champ Johnny
Rutherford—back into the
Memorial Day classic.
A federal judge three weeks
ago ordered USAC and the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
to let the CART entries participate, but he warned both
sides there had better be no
shenanigans.
The tumult didn't end there,
though. USAC was bombarded
by protests of selective rule
enforcement and granted an
unprecedented extra session
of qualifying the day before
the race. That's why there
were 35 cars in the starting
lineup instead of the usual 33.
But the end of the 500, called
by Binford the "cleanest, one
of the most competitive races
we've had," hasn't ended the
War.

82nd NCAA Golf Championships.
Wake Forest golfer Gary
Hallberg took individual
honors by shooting a finalround 73 for a four-day total of
287.
The Buckeyes, in winning
their first championship since
1945, finished with a combined
score of 1189, or 37 strokes
over team par. Defending
champion Oklahoma State
took second with a score of
1191.
AUTO RACING
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) —
Darrell Waltrip won the World
600 NASCAR Grand National
Stock Car Circuit event by 5.6
seconds over veteran Richard
Petty.
The race, the longest on the
circuit, saw 59 lead changes
and 10 different leaders during
the running, with W
taking control over the last 1.5
miles. (,,
Third was rookie Dale
Earnhardt who.petty overtook
on the last lap as both drivers
were racing under the caution
flag.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco
(AP) — South African Jody
Scheckter won the Monaco
Grand Prix in a pulsating
finish with the Willams of
Swiss racer Clay Regazzoni

when ninth, with a broken rear
only a half-second behind.
on.
suspensi
81.29
d
average
r
Scheckte
John Watson, Britain, in a
mph and finished in a time of 1
hour, 55 minutes, 22.46 Brabham, was fourth.
seconds. The race ended with
only eight of the 20 starters
LIME ROCK, Conn.(API —
still running.
Scheckter's second straight Peter Gregg, driving a turbovictory gave him a clear lead charged Porsche, won the'
in the 1979 World Driver's rainsoaked 100-mile GT
Championship, with 30 points. International Motor Sport
Carlos Reutemann of Association feature at Lime'
Argentina placed his Lotus Rock Park, lapping second
third while world champion place BMW Turbo driver
Marla Andretti of the. United -- David Hobbs and _the_ ntir
States dropped out on lap 22 field of 22 cars.

Local Runners Compete
In Memphis,Tenn., Race
_ S, Tenn.
MEMPHI
Several Murray runners
competed in the 10-kilometer
Saturday's "Memphis In
May" run, an event that was
included in the first day of
actiirities at the Cotton Carnival at Tom Lee Park.
Ron Wuest, 39, was the best
individual finisher for an area
athlete, completing the course
in 37: 38, good for 47th place.
Adam Lanning, 49, finished in
42:31,followed by:
Jeff Garrison, age 14, 44:05;

Jay Herndon, 13, 44:225; Rill
Miller, 29, 44:56; Richard
Dowdy, 13, 45:06;; Stephanie
Wuest, 9, 50:100; Tony Lovett,
12„ 54:06; and John Kelso, 12,,--_
54:20.
Bayberry tanning, age 6,
ran the course in 58:330 and:
was the youngest competitoc
•
to finish.
In the two-mile run, Mickey
Garrison, age 100, finished in
19:06, folioed by Shirley
Garrison, 21:25; Becky Miller,
211:20; and Betty Wicker,
23:40•
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Subcommittee To Resume
Probe Of Activites Of
Kentucky Housing Corp.
He urged legislators to
make recommendations to the
1980 General Assembly to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — return the housing agency to
A legislative subcommittee its original mission.
will resume a probe of KenLynn Luellen, the cortucky Housing Corp. activities poration's executive director,
with a visit Thursday to the responded
to
Rhorer's
agency's Frankfort offices.
allegations in a detailed 13The banking subcommittee page statement submitted to
of the Interim Joint Com- the committ
ee earlier this
mittee on Banking and month.
Insurance began the inLuellen acknowledged the
vestigation last month at the weakness of using
income
request of Jack Rhorer of guidelines only
as a basis for
Frankfort, a corporation awarding mortgag
e loans, but
board member who said it has said thueili
ng price and asset
strayed from its original guidelines recently
enacted by
purpose of providing housing the board
will help prevent
for
lower-income
Ken- abuses.
tuckians.
Luellen said the agency is
The corporation finances not in a position
to help very
mortgages through the sale of poor Kentuck
ians buy singletax-free revenue bonds. It has family homes
because of the
been critk.flie71 _Tin recent high
debt
service
montlfis for - providing ioci requir
ements of
many single-family mor- progra
m, but is aimed at
tgages to middle-and higher- assisting
lower-income perincome buyers.
sons who Reed an interest
In response, the agency's subsidy
.
board tightened up KHC
A KHC-backed loan at two
mortgage loan requirements percent
below conventional
earlier this year by placing a interes
t rates can save
$40,000 cap on the purchase homebuyers
more than $15,000
price of any house it helps to over
the 30-year life of the
finance, and limiting a buyer's loan, he s*d.
assets to no more than a third
Luellen took issue with
of the purchase price. Income Rhorer's
statement that since
guidelines were left un- --February, 1,936.
( when Luellen
changed.
• - became KHC director) the
The maximum income for a corporation
"routinely
single applicant is $15,000, violated the
provisions of the
except in certain eastern statute which
gave it life."
Kentucky counties where the
He said the KHC has
limit is $16,500. Those followed
the
policies
maximums increase to $19,000 established by
its board of
and $20,500 respectively for a directors.
head of household or married
Luellen rebutted each of
couple with four children.
Rhorer's criticisms relating to
Rhorer, testifying before the increased general
and adstibcommittee April 26, said ministrative expense
s, inthe agency's staff, budget and creased bonded
indebtedness,
spending limits have grown, and the adverse
impact of the
out of proportion with the rest s3le of tax-free
bonds on
of state government since its Kentucky savings
and loans
creation in 1972.
associations.
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer

Kindergarteners entertained the audience with 'Mr. Rabbitt, Mr. Itabbitt' which thes
sang and dramatized. The students are Nekesha Payne (hopping), Lee Ann Carter and
Kathy Stockton.
Second grade dancers

were led by Cheryl Herndon in the'Dance
of the fireflies.
-
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Art and poetry winners at Carter Elementary School were (from left) David Edwards,
Kelly Bolls, John Pyle, Slate Francis, Amy Lackey and Kim Gibson. Barbara Wildley
,
faculty representative for the P. T. A. presented the awards.

Smokey the Bear confronts 'Mr. Pollution,' played by Ricky Jobs. The Smokey
costume was provided by the State Department of Forestry. Student teacher Rich
Roberts played Smokey.

School Pageant

it

Winners o/f prizes for
MarA
pi ures and poerns at Robe
Robertson
n Elementary School were
(from left, first row)
nn Todd, Don Easley and Jason Wynn. (Second row)
Stephanie Barnett, Melissa Adams and Brett Christensen. Ann Watson (back), preside
nt
of the P.T.A., presented the awards.

f

Students at the Murray
elementary schools ended
eight weeks of conservation
_study with musical pageants
directed by Joan Bowker.
The production at Robertson
Elementary School was entitled •'Smokey's Special
Message'
and
Carter
Elementary School's was
"The Conflict._ — Smokey-Meets Mr. Pollution.Students at both schools
drew pictures and posters and
wrote poems or stories in
competition for cash prizes
awarded by,the P.T.A.
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At Least Eight Persons
Killed In Holiday Traffic;
Year's Toll Reaches 311
By The Associated Press
two-vehicle
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Portraying trees in the forest, these second graders told
the many uses of trees in their special number. The trees are (from left) Justin Crouse, John Kind, Candace Johnson,
Beverly Young Tony Atkins and Brian Carroll
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collision in
Hopkins - County, state police
Said. The accident occurred
inside the city limits of
Madisonville.
Two persons were killed
Saturday when a car ran off
U.S. 421 near Bear Branch in
Leslie County, officials said.
Police said David Harris, 15,
of Bear Branch was dead at
the scene, and Lily Begley, 23,
of Hyden, died later at the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center.
Barry K. Stanton, 20,, of
Holmes Mill, was killed after
the car he was driving ran off
U.S. 421 at Cranks in Harlan
County,state police said.
Samuel Harneas, 26, of
Louisville, died Saturday
when his motorcycle collided
with a car on Orell Road in
Jefferson County, according
to KSP headquarters in
Frankfort.
Norman Mineer, 52, of
-Maysville, died after the tank
truck he was driving left U.S.
68 about four miles east of
Carlisle in Nicholas County.
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At least eight persons were
killed in Memorial Day
weekend accidents on Kentucky highways, six less than
died during that same holiday
period last year, state police
said.
The eight deaths raised the
state's 1979 traffic death toll to
311, compared with 285
through this date last year.
Steven Ray Smith, 18, of
Taylorsville died Sunday of
injuries received in . an accident Saturday, according to
Deputy Coroner Robert
Carter. State police said Smith
was driving alone in a car on
Highway 44 about eight miles
west of Taylorsville when the
car left-the wet road and hit a
tree.
The body of Harley Wilson,
37, of Siler, was found in his
overturned car Sunday. on
Kentucky 1595 in Whitley
County. State police said they
were uncertain when the
accident occurred.
1.ewis Hopson, 29, of
Earlington, died Saturday in a
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A statewide referral service
for handicapped persons
needing dental care has been
established through the efforts
of a Louisville oral surgeon.
Handicapped
per-sons
looking for a dental office
equipped to treat them may
call the state Human
Resources
Department's
ombudsman office tollfree at
1-800-372-2973.
They will be referred to
dentists near where they live
who have agreed to work with
physically-and
mentallyhandicapped persons.
The referral service is the
brainchild of Dr. Fred Look,
who as an oral surgeon sees
patients with 'dental problems
that require surgery.
He said his handicapped
patients seem to have
developed serious dental
problems because they did not
seek regular dental care early
enough.
"I feel that the majority of
handicapped Kentuckians are
not getting regular dental
care," he said. "It may be
because they have other
physical problems to worry
about, and dental care is
neglected.
"Or they may feel that only
dentists in the larger cities are

d to treat them, and
they don't want to travel a
long way," he said.
His concern prompted Look
to organize a survey through
the
Kentucky
Denial
Association last summer of
dentists who feel capable of
treating
handicapped
patients.
The list contains the names
and addresses of 132 dental
offices in 53 counties where
handicapped persons can get
dental care,
Ombudsman Vertner Taylor
said persons who call the
referral service will be given
the names of dentists closest
to where they live. Those who
cannot be treated in a dentist's
office will be referred to a
special patient care clinic at
the University ot Kentucky
Medical Center, and later also
to clinics scheduled to open in
Louisville..
The ombudsman's office is
equipped to handle calls from
deaf persons.
The referral service Willnot
provide information on fees.
Human
Resources
Secretary Peter Conn said
Look's project "is an excelleat
example of citizen cooperation
with government to get services delivered."
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3. NOTICE
SATURDAY
CONCERT,
June 2, 8 pm at West Ken
tucky Expo Center, Happy
Goodman Family.
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NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care ...
753-6622
753-1441
FtreiCifI
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents- 753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc.
759-4141
Learn To Read
.753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
.753-1792
Poison Control s .753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens _753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.

30 Inch insulated topper for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
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classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication. .
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.
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Copy
Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
Photo

One

713-8123

bookcase of good sturdy wood and one good
desk with at least 2 side

REAL
OLD
fashioned
hickory smoked bar b-q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Bar B 0, Coldwater Road,
759 1864

drawers. Call 753-6173
after S and ask for
Sherry.

•
GOD IS LOVE. i Jaisn 48.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things Shall be added unto
Matthew 6 33 24 hour
-you
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP.
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News, Society and.
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753,916 and 753-1917
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Hickory smoked bar-beyears
ex25
perience. Roberson Hat-

Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.
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It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

• Is A Specialty At
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

CARTER
STUDIO
rerteraties

753-8298

BIBLE CALL
Near Monday and
Tuesday, "NomeResponsibilities of
Husbands," 7594444 or "Children's
Story-Abraham's
Test,"
Greatest
159-4445.

Check
Your
Ad

PLAT A
SONG
IN 2 WEEKS
Read music fast by a
good guitarist. Call
753,1686
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Lake
Kentucky
Grocery is now open
for business at New
Concord, Kentucky.
Billy Ray Conners
Prop.

L_

:7e

LAKE LIYIN'
Panorama
Shores
home with 2 stories
and 9 rooms. Lovely
lake view and tree
shaded lot. Only
$34,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all the details on
this new baby.
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'WHICH 16 IT NOW, A PR10E HIKE'

FOLLOWEP BY A WAGE HIKE,OR A
WAGE HIKE FOLLOWE9 BY A PRICE
HIKE ?"
21. MISCELLANEOUS

AIR COMPRESSORS,
Quincy, Ingersoll kancl, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service. 432
9396.

NC Mil

0

AINAPCEIDJNL

Advanced,
Inc.

Dick
Overby-Gen.
Mgr.
John Newberry-Serv.
4. IN MEMORY
IN LOVING memory of our
dear and only daughter,
Norma Christine (Underhill)
Wood, that passed away four
years ago, May 22, 1975, age
45, in Kansas City, Kansas,
her home place for years, but
was flown by air back to her
native
home,
Murray,
Kentucky being the daughter
of. Rev. Lloyd and Myrtle
( I rvan) Underhill, whom
reside at Rt. 3, Murray. She
was laid to rest in Elm Grove
Cemetery, May 26,1975. Gone
but not forgotten by her loved
ones. We loved you precious
darling, and you were so
beautiful, but God loved you
more, He had a place for you
among the Angels, and some
day we hope all of us will
meet again to part no more,
in Heaven's Great Reunion
Day. By your loving Mother.
A. HELP WANTED
BE YOUR own boss this
summer. Earn good money
as an Avon Representative.
Fresh air. Friendly people.
Flexible hours. For details
call Connie White,753-5750.
DESK CLERK, full time,
days. Apply at Regal 8, 517 5
12th Street,Murray.
PART TIME waitress. Apply
at the Rib Shack, 901 Coldwater Road.
WANTED .
COOKS and
waitresses. Apply in person
Trenholm's Restaurant.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home, any hours, any age,
Experienced
have
references. Call 753-1477.
11, WANT TO BUY
4
.17U4NK
.8838
C.ARS. Call after 5 pm,
JUNK CARS deliver or will
1
p3ic
15
K up. Call 474 8854 or 527

36

CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants,
discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big
savings!
Sherwin
Williams Company, 753.3321.
EXTERIOR PAINT, regular
$12.99 now $8.99. Interior
paint, regular $9.99 now
$7.99, also our best exterior
latex A-100, regular $14.99
now only $10.99. Sherwin
Williams, 753,3321.
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
with ramps, 20 ft. long, 7 ft. 6
inches wide. Phone 753-1261
after 5 pm.
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and
vinyl
remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper;
discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom
picture framing.
Sherwin Williams,7513321.
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers;
Rex's
Worm
Farm, trvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 136,5894.
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
50 per cent off. Also 5 lines of
wallpaper, 25 per cent off,
Sherwin Williams, 753.3321.
26. TV-RADIO
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
25" color t.v. J & B MUsic,
753,7575.
27. MOB.HOME SALES
1974 GRANVILLE
ALL
electric mobile home, excellent condition, new carpeting,
completely
remodeled. 753-9970.
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x SO
Ramada, located at Riveria
Courts, Natural gas, air,
underpinned, completely
furnished, $3300. Call 436-2430
after 6 pm.
12 X 52 HOMETTE, 2
BEDROOM, washer
and
dryer,
frost•free
refrigerator, dishwasher, air
conditioned, natural gas heat
and stove. Excellent condition. Can be seen at 0,4
Fox Meadows. Best offer.
Please call 753-7730 (home),
753.2400 (work).
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
HOM.E on 611
MOBILE
South. One 'mile from city.
limits. Call 753 4502.
30. BUS. RENTALS
FOR RENT: 1000 ft. storage
space, 4th and Sycamore.
Dry, safe, easy excessiblity,
only $60 per month. Cadiz,
522 8469,

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spore
for Rent

753-4758
•

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques,
business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
35. PETS-SUPPLIES.
REGISTERED
AKC
Dachshund puppies, $65, 753,
5852.
DOBERMAN STUD service,
Daniel's
Blue
Caesar,
champion pedigreeAKC.
7,53,3277 after 5 pm.
GREAT DANE puppies, AK.
C, 9 weeks. $75. AISO
available
Labrador
Retreiver puppies, AKC, 9
weeks. Paradise Kennels,
753,4106.
TERRI-POOS (HALF
Terriers, half Poodles),$50, 5
weeks old. Call 436-5610.
TWO AK C registered St.
Bernard puppies, 9 weeKs
elk!, one male, one female,
very reasonable Call 753
5696.
WHITE MALE German
Shepherd, white male West
Hyblander 'Terrier. Papers
with each Call 7511593. ,
43. REAL ESTATE

n(P41

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8010

:Professional Services
With Tht nerials.Touch'

Lot For Mobile Home.

ROLL-A-WAY bed. Call 489,
,1a acres with num2118.
ber of trees. 70' deep
WANTED TO buy: standing
timber, top prices paid. 4119well, new septic
2334.
system,
220 electric
WANT TO buy hand craft
pole. South of Hwy. 80
items. Call 753.7989.
ts. AnTitLES FOR SALE
on Goodman Rd.
WE BUY and sell users air
_Sound interesting conditioners. 7634551 or 753- 31. WANT TO RENT
then call right away.
9104.
Boyd Majors Real
14'
WONDERLAND LOCAL FAMILY with one
FIBERGLASS
Runabout child and 2 cats would like to
Estate,
105 N.12th St.
house
in
boat,
Sportsman
trailer, rent 3 bedroom__
cushions, ski life jacket, set Murray or Southwest School
of Kimberly skiis, 331 2 hp district. Please call after 6 COUNTRY LIVING at its
1970 Johnson motor Also five pm, 753 EMT. Can -- give best'-tn- this older fithyte on
references if required.
irvan Cobb Road. The home
800 16 5 used tires, 4 regular
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
and one snow, three 100 lb. 32. APTS. FOR RENT
room, dining room and
living
propane tanks; screen house
APARTMENT AND sleeping
porch for 16' trailer; used 4" room for rent, close to bath The best part is the
acre
of
ground with garden
cast iron pipes. Call 436-2722.
University. 753.4160 or 436
spot, apple trees, peach
241).
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
trees, pear and cherry trees
FURNISHED ONE and three and grape arbor. Good
/9 CUBIC FOOT frost free
well. 3
Frigidare
refrigerator, bedroom apartments, ad coal grate fireplaces, and
joining University, 1303 more for only
harvest gold, excellent
$13,500 The
Chestnut Phone 753 5101
condition, 489 2450.
Nelson Shroat Co. 759.1707.
FULL
SIZE
Freneh
Provincial canopy bed arid
dresser with mirror; full size
mattress and box springs,
Insurance & Real Estate.
included for $200. -Call 753Nice furnished apart8011 or 753-6897.
SquO,
e
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. for
ments for college
Murray. Kentucky
sale: Frigidare Frost-free
girls. Summer 'and
refrigerator freezer,
$175;
753-4451
Fall Semestzr. SwimBurris green vinyl recliner,
$50; J.C. Penney ladies 10
ming pool and close to
speed bicycle, $50, three
campus. Phone 753shelf bookcase with glass
We have several
doors,$25; two large whiskey
5865 days or 753-5108
choice water-front and
barrels, 18 each; used golf
after 6 p.m.
lake
clubs, bag and hand cart,
view
'lots
550; 8 X 10 brown braided
overlooking
Watererloofkr
ov
rug, $15. Call 753.8946 after 4 FURNISHED APART
front
MENTS, one
or
two
bedroom. Also sleeping
e lthoteiterrain
slotphin
etletosloping
dgo
HIDEA-BED,C611759.1149.
serr
lhakeaavine,
rooms.
Zimmerman
TWO 8' ANTIQUE oak
so
Apartments, South 16th
showcases. 382.2171.
Street. 753 6609._
that you can launch
19. FARM EQUIP.
TWO
BEDROOM,
your boat from your
un
FOR
SALE:
Massey furnished apartment,
house site. Lake view
Ferguson
tractor, 1962 available immediately. 753,
model. Also 2 flat bed 4331.
lots have a lake access
trailers, two and three axle.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
area nearby. All of lots
heavy duty. 354 66/4, Benton.
TWO BEDROOM house for
have nice wooded
22. MUSICAL
rent, 9 mites from Murray
MUST SELL! 7 floor model 5150 per month.
building sites. These
No children
organs, (new
warranty), Phone 753 7987 anytime
are
located in the
before new shipment arrives,
Hamlin -Pine Bluff
our special deal to you we
make down payment, you 34. RENT OR LEASE
area of the lake.
make the senall- monthly
Financing available.
payments as low as $15 i0er
month. Clayton's. J & B
John C. Neubauer,
Music. 753-7575.
Realtor, 1111
23, EXTERMINATING

FOR
RENT

Office Space for
rent. Coll 7537618 after S:DO.

IN Wm "two

OFFICE MOONS
,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
NAIRCIIT $2.00

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00

Immo adi. plum WI 753 MIS Imo &ON

PRICE SOAVE $1.15
10. lar, Poi& larAe•

"MURDER
Car
Stereo's

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

Get into your own
business now! Going
operation with income
to prove it! Five acres
of land included with
the building, stock,
fixtures, and living
quarters. Good tourist
business. Some
private financing
available.

Interested in owning your own
cleanup shop plus 2, two
bedroom apartments or Ill
acre lot in city limits of
Surrey/ Call Wayne Wilson at
753-3263

Professional Services
Touch

With The Friendly

WILSON
& REAL ESTATE
39/N.121k SI.

NICE OLDER home in New
Providence plus 50 X 20
building for most any use.
Home includes, 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
sits on 34 acre lot and
building across street also
Sits on 34 atre lot. Home
seperate is S18.750 building
is $15,000. Both together,
$33,500. The Nelson Shroat
CO. 7594707.

For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front
lot
overlooking
the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass enclosed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of
the lake. The house is
well equipped and
ready for immediate
occupancy.
The
floating dock will
provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an appointment to see this
home.
John
C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.
Murray, 753-0101/7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/7531.

World of Sound

Home
Stereo's

753-51166

A DIAMOND
IN THE ROUGH
Just listed, older cabin
one mile from Kenlake
State Park on private
150 x 260 wooded lot.
Only 39,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222.

LAKEFRONT PROPERTY . . . Beat the
high cost of travel, the
gasoline shortage. Enjoy your own lake
front home with sensational view, private
boat dock. Twobedroom home in
lovely Panorama on
shady lot. Only $38,900.
Better Hurry! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

THIS 014
"GP" FOR
"GREAT PRICE"
Put your family in this
attractive 3 bedroom
home just listed with
Kopperud Realty. A
breezeway
covered
connects the house and
garage, and the
backyard is fenced fpr
convenience.
your
This home is located
on a quiet residential
street and is priced at
only $37,500. Call today
for an appointment.
Phone 753-1222 for all
the information.
RATE

TAX
SHELTER: Rental
property near University
Over S600 income per month
for only $35,500. Don't wait on
this one. Phone Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.

INSURANCE

Purdom & Thurman

We Install And
Service Everything
We Sell At
e

222 So. 12th

Soulh 12th at SYcamoral
TELEPHONE 753-1051

RENT OR LEASE

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW

44. HOMES FOR SALE

BOYD MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

S. 411 Murray
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms
located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine
Bluff
area. Phone and electric is in the area. Boat
launching area nearFinancing
by.
availabld with small
down payment and
balance at leAs than
bank rates. John C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-010117531
or call Bob Rodgers, 'NO
753-7116.

Ainley Auction
Realty Sales
COL 111,111ii AINUY
Auctioneer
.AppraiCer
f'h /9011479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

Scenic settingi-Enjoy
the marvelous view of
Ky. Lake from this
lovely lake home.
Living room and formal dining room plus
family room with
Franklin
fireplace,
Central heat and air
-plus all appliances.
Large Lake view lot
with lots of decking
around house. Immediate possession,
only844,900.
Excellent 3 bedroom,
Pt bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional
lots
available, central heat
and
fireplace
the
tat
connections. Not pictured
is a 12x28 brick
workshop with electricity and plumbing.
Priced well below
replacement cost.

Azith

John Smith, Realtor

53. SERVICES OFFERED
BY OWNER
brick home ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
near highschool. Carpeted circulating
fireplaceS.
throughout, entrance hall, 3 roofing, insurance work. Call
bedrooms, 2 baths, living Murray Remodeling. 753room, family room with 5167.
fireplace, kitchen with built AIR COMPRESSORS and air
in range, disposal, dish
tools repaired. Sales. Parts,
washer, utility room with and Service. 4429396.
built ins, attic storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat BYARS BROTHERS & Son
and central air Low utilities. Generalhome remodeling,
Priced in $60's. By ap framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
pointment only, 1715 Holiday
395-4967 or 1 362,4195.
Drive, 753-5492.
DREAM REALIZED: older BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
home
charm
and
spaciousness with new home hauling. 753-5808 or 753 5706.
ROOF
Comfort and convenience. In BUSHOGGING,
nice
neighborhood. 3-4 repair and new roofing,
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining building tear downs, sum
room, custom oak cabinet merize houses, trailer root
, kitchen, large master coating, if you need it we'll
bedroom suite, carpeted. probally do it. Experienced
Central gas heat, energy and guarenteed work. 753
saving fireplace stove insert, 2418 between 8 am and 9 pm.
insulated, attic fan, 3 air CAN'T GET those small jobs
conditioners. all new elec
around the house or matrile
trical, new roof plus ar
home done? Carpentry,
tistically decorated and lots painting,
plumbing,
of storage. Move in! Upper aluminum
siding, patios,
530's, by owner, 753-7102. No small concrete jobs. Call 436
real estates please.
2562 after 5 pm.
FOUR BEDROOM, 3 bath' COMPARE AND Save On
hoOse for sale in Canterbury, chain link fencing. Circle A
by owner. Call 753-7223.
Fencing. 753-8407.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2 CARPET CLEANING; at
baths. For more details call reasonable rates. Prompt
7515167.
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489,2774.
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living- room, CARPET CLEANING, free
den with WB fireplace, 2 car estimates,
satisfied
garage, central gas heat and
references, V ibra,Vac steam
electric air, brick porch and
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
patio, landscaped, .kitchen
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
has many cabinets, built-in
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work.
dishwasher, disposal, utility
Block garages, basements,
room with W.D connections, driveways, walks, patios,
lots of storage, walk,in
steps, free estimates. 753
closets.
Low
$60's. 5476.
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE, quality work,.
St., Houston, TX 77098.
realistic prices. Call for free
TWO BEDROOM house on
estimates, 753-9987 after 4. 30
one acre lot, full basement, Pm.
Ws miles east of Almo. Call
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
753-6764 after 5 pm.
areas white rocked and
47. MOTORCYCLES
graded, brown and white pea
125 YAMAHA
gravel. Free estimates.
MOTORClifford Garrison, 753-5429
CYCLE, completely rebuilt,
after 4 pm.
$300. Call 753-1946.
DO YOU
48. AUTO. SERVICE
need stumps
removed from your yard or
FOR SALE: Set of Thunland cleared of stumps? We
derbird mag wheels. Call 753,
can remove stumps up to 24'
3590 after 5 pm.
below the ground, leaving
49. USED CARS
only sawdust and chips, Call
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
Mark Ill, loaded with
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435,
equipment and in good
4343.
condition, $2000. Phone 354N E
6691.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for
your
needs.
1972 Chevy Impala in
F OR YOUR chain link
encing
needs, ....contact
good condition. Call
Montgomery Ward: Free"
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
estimates. 753-1966.
FOR YOUR garden breaking
home
and discing, call 753-6123.
Must sell.
R
YOUR
alterations, repair, and
6
re
um
3.odeling, also new homes
1973 CHEVELLE SS, 350, and commercial, call 753bucket seats, 51200. 753.7147.
1975 CHEVROLET FOUR
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
wheel drive, automatic, Sears continous gutters
power
steering, power
installed
per
brakes, $3500. Can be seen at specifications. Call Sears
r
806 Coldwater Road.
753,2310 for free-estimates.
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA, INSULATION BLOWN in by
excellent body and interior
Sears, save on these high
needs motor. 1967 Ford
htating and cooling bills.,
custom 500, fair condition.
C ll Sears, 753-2310, for free
Call 753,7527.
estimates.
1976
LEMANS
SPORT
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
Coupe. Double power and
patching,
753.1a5
R
13
s7
o. seal coating.
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex,
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
354-6217.
and gas installatiOn, will do
1973 MONTE CARLO, 63,000
plumbing, heating and air
miles, power and air, factory
Conditioning. Call 753-7203.
mags, best offer. Call 4354540

1974 Buick Repel, ercellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

MOBILE HOME anchor"
and
u d3e rco
plor
inning,
s,
aluminum, in
and
1974
MONTE
CARLO, fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
midnight blue with white awnings and aluminum
vinyl top, 47,000 miles, carports, single and double,
loaded, in excellent con. in colors. Phone 753,1873.
dition. Phone 767-2557.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
1974
MONTE
CARLO, PING, driveways and small
midnight blue with white iiltbS a speciality, also pat•
vinyl top, 47,000 miles, ching and seal coating. 753,
loaded, in excellent con. m
150
37-.
w
dition. Phone 753-0905.
ING.A.ND LAWN Care
1973
THUNDERBIRD, for the summer. By ap
EXCELLENT
condition, Pointment. Call 753,6912.
fully loaded, power and air, WILL HAUL
driveway white
asking $2650. Call 1,247,1765 rock and Ag lime,
also have
after 5 pm.
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
50. USED TRUCKS
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford Hudson,753.6763 or 753-4545.
pickup,
BASEMENT? We
390
motor, WET
automatic. price $1100. Call make wet basements dry,
753-9957 after 6 pm.
work completely guarenteed.
54 L600, SIDES, GOOD bed, Call or write Morgan Con
good mechanically, has struction Co., Route 2, Box
dump bed, $900. Call 753,5463 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1,442 7026,
or 753,0144.
WILLIE'S
INTERIOR, 51,CAMPSR S
exterior painting. Free TRADEWINDS
POP-UP estimates. Call 759.147
after
Camper all camping gear 5
pm.
included, good condition
5400. Call 436 2430 after 6 pm. WILL PLOW and disk
27' VEGA, LOADED, like gardens, 753 1973 or 753,3413.
new,tritch-inchsdeel. 75349241 -- WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repaint
52. BOATS & MOTORS
and remodeling around thtt
-15 FT. FABUGLASS boat, home. 753 2211 or 753 9600.
with bass seats, 50 hp
WILL WASH and wax your
Johnson, and trailer. Needs
cars
at
vans,
your
home,
For
some work; tune up and tire
repair. $325 takes it all. appointment call 753.3728, 7
to 9 am or 8 to 10 pm.
Nancy, 753.9327,. .
57. WANTED '
73
FOOT
Wildflower
sairboat. Sales, spinAer, PAYING NEW higher rate
hull needs work, 1400, 436- for silver-coins,$4 50 for 51 00
face. Kennedy halves 1965 69.
2603.
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT 75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642 5118.
with trailer and all ac
WANTED SPARE parts for
cessoeNs. 753-3546 or 753
66 or 67 Karmen Ghia Call
7372
753.6147

Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176day or night.

PrufeamonelSer,
With The Fnendlv

NEWLY LISTED . .
63 Acre farm on 121
South near New Concord. About 25 acres
now tended - 38 acres
in timber. Sound investment at Only
$47,500. Boyd Majors
Real Estate. 105 N.
12th St.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
75f-0984

753-7411 (anytime)
41. LOTS FOR SALE
'BUILDING LOTS in city
school district for only $2,500
and $3,500. Guy Spann
Realty, 753 7724.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
1$ -ACRES WOODED land
near Cypress Creek Owner
.Witt finance. An •• extrtL.
Ordinary buy at 519.500 Guy
Spann Realty, 753 7724

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also

b;arn style, of
ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 21
Closed from fru
x 60. Buy the best for less.
1,15w 2p nt
sp

fices, cottages, mobile home ad

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
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Mrs. A. J. -(Margie)

Mrs. Hobert Ella; Elliott of
Murray Route 5 died Monday
at 1:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway

She was 78 years of age.
The deceased was a charter
member of the Assembly of

Cynthia Stevens Lane.
Mrs. Elliott is survived by

5;

eight

four

great

Grace

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Glenn Eaker
The funeral for Glenn Eaker •
of Murray Route 8 is being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale
and R. D. Crutchfield officiating. Jerry Bolls is
directing the singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of

Harold

Burial
Murray

will
City

Cemetery.
Mr. Eaker, 43, died Sunday
Murray-Calloway
the
at
al. He was a
Hospit
County
mmember of the New Concord
Church of Christ. Born March
19, 1936, he was the son of
Dorothy .Humphreys Eaker,
who survives, and the late
Eaker.

Charlie

One

motorcycle

son,

Charles Graves Eaker, died
Feb. 7, 1979.
Survivors include his wife,
Galloway
Ramona
Mrs.

Owen and the Rev. J. M. Byrn
officiating. Music was by the
Phillip
Nicky

Wells,

Ryan, Dwain McClard, Frank
McCallum, Harold Morton,
James Rose, Ted Ray, Jack
Jackson,
Miller, Hayden
Harley Barnett, Joe Walker,
Carraway,

Pat

Hayden

Morris, Tom Wells, and Terry
McClard. Burial was in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
McClard, 73,
Mrs.

Dorothy Eaker, and brother,
Eaker, Murray; one
Jeff
Paul
Jason
grandson,
Bayless.

having

'Church on Wednesday, May
the
30, at 7:15 p.m. in

survived

by

Ask us about

Coming &
Goingo travel
accident
protection.
Protects you

day.
Worldwide.
mos MAWR

INSURANCI AGENCY
7605 Wo.
.N104937

Representing:
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
-

Highway 641
South, Murray

author,
books

D.
daughter, Mrs. Vick
(Hazel) Vickers, and one son,
Joe McClard, Murray; three
granddaughters, Mrs.• Vicki
Budias, Sandra Vickers, and
Sheila Vickers; one nephew.

Livestock Market

of

singing,

led

Waters,

Retreat

the

Mrs. Parrish, a member of.

was selected
of

two

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray.are as follows
..-3.12
Industrial Average
%
Air Products
.6% +%
American Motors
. 42 +vs
Ashland Oil
..57% unc
American Telephone
.............3%B 4A
Bonanza
1% one
Chrysler
42". -us
Ford Motor.
unc
10%
.
GAF
Th -44
General Care
.30
General Dynamics
SO% -44
General Motors
.24 Ai
General 11r.
20% tine
Goodresh
4 -44
144
Hardees
Heubletn
41
1
9 -/
3064
IBM
3144 -4- 44
Pennwalt
25 4-44,
Quaker Oats
1064 Ali
..
Tappan
254 -%
Texaco
164 unc
Wal-Mast
I68 I6iSA
Wendys

as one of a team
a

six

month
Europe,

in

assignment

AP
— As thousands of spectators
looked on, veteran parachutist
Greg Dionne, his parachutes
snarled, fell 2„500 feet.
Dionne, 25, died Monday
during surgery several hours
after the accident, said officials at Chula Vista Community Hospital.
A veteran of

for

'visiting U. S. military installations to conduct Family
Life

CHULA VISTA, Calif.

Conference

Memphis

4

Spiritual

Enrichment

seminars.
This is the first of a series of
Fifth

Wednesday "Hour

of

Power" inspirational Family
Life observances to which the
public is invited, the pastor .
said.
Members of First

United

Methodist Church and area
friends

of

Parrish

Mary

Virginia

will - gather _ in

Fellowship Hall at 6:30 p.m.
for a Covered _ dish dinner
preceding

the

Power" -

inspirational

"Hour

of

program.
500 jumps,

Dionne was a member of the
Clear Skies exhibition team
and the third mart to leave the
twin-engine plane over Brown
Field, where the National Air
Festival was being held for the
Memorial Day weekend.
rect-nngular
Dionne•s
:Boy Scout Troop 77 will hold
parachute appiteently failed to
annual old newspaper drive
its
open fully. Witnesses said that
when he opened his reserve on Saturday. June 2.
The newspaper drive is both
parachute it became snarled
a
fund-raising and conin the main chute.
ion
activity for the
servat
ing
skydiv
The El Cajon
to sen:(ir
instructor fell onto the runway troop, „aCcording
Brent Clark.
leader
patrol
l
hospita
to
the
and was taken
leader said, • • ConThe
about 3 p.m.,said witnesses.
servation plays a big •role
raises
l
festiva
The annual
m
•
funds for the Aero-Space the Scouting progra and
vital part of the Outdoor 4
Diego.
San
in
m
Museu

Boy Scouts To
Hold Newspaper
Drive Saturday

Hog Market

which is the Scouting attit
toward nature and the ow
doors,"

Clark

said.

collection of papers heip ,
Federal-State Market News Service
Scouts and public to be 4
Tuesday May 29, 1979
Kentucky Purritase Area Hog Market
aware of saving our natir,,
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
natural resources."
Receipts Art 359 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25- 50 lower Sows steady $1 Cl$
Persons who have 1—
higher
$42 50.4300
should call 753-3824 and
(15 1-2 200-230 lbs
$42 25-4275
US 2200-240 Me
name, address and
their
141 25-42 25
US 2-3 240-250 Ito
140 2S-41 25 __location of the papers. Clark
US 2-4 390-2$O lb.
Sown

US 1-2 770-350 Ibri
US 1-3 303-4501bn
US 1-3 450-50016e
US 1-3 500450 I hs
US 2-3 300-500 Ibis
Boars $32 00-34.00

$37 00-38 00
$36 00-37 00
fr 00-38 00
938 00-39 00
$35 00.3666

San

gathered

Myers into the river. Albertson was dead at the scene of

Hicks.

the crash.
Rescue squads from Henry,
Stewart
and
Montgomery

cocaine and marijuana, all
federal drug violations.
Chagra's brother Lee — a
who • often defended
was
clients in drug cases
shot to death in his office Dec

lawyer

said that only newspapers
that taken, and
be
magazines or booklets wouta
be accepted.

persons

Three

23.

were

charged in that case.
Jimmy Chagra's trial was to

WASHINGTON (API — The
risk of an electrical fire is far
higher in many houses with
aluminum wiring than in those
with copper wiring, a major
new federally financed study
finds.
The results of the study,
which cost the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
nearly $11 million, are the

minute search.
Traffic on the bridge was ,
2 hours,
/
blocked for about 11
Hicks said.

Venus Has Spectacular
Terrain, Scientists Say

a

pretrial hearing in Midland in
April, asked Wood to remove

WASHINGTON (API —
Venus, far from being dull and
many
as
featureless
suspected, is a dynamic planet
with spectacular terrain and a

himself from the case. Wood
refused, saying he would be

unique, driving atmosphere,
scientists reported today.
In the first complete report
on

unbiased.

Pioneer

the

spacecraft

missions,

Venus
scien-

tists said radar images show a
than
higher
mountain
Everest, the largest rift valley

strongest indictment yet of the
wiring used in an estimated
1.5 million homes built from
the mid-1960s to 1973.
aluminum
19773
Since
wiring has been made under

manufacturing
different
standards and is considered
safe.

so far sighted in the solar
system- and a giant plateau
dwarfing any found on Earth.
And the planet that looks
like a fuzzy yellow tennis ball
because of its thick clouds has
a unique circulation system
made up of atmospheric
layers that drive one another
with their motion, scientists
say.
The National Aeronautics

"The statistical results of
were highly
survey
significant," said the report,

and Space Administration
scheduled the briefing by
Pioneer project scientists at
the annual meeting of. thc
American Geophysical Union.
Pioneer Venus 1 went int(
orbit around Earth's sister
planet last December and has
been sending back radar and
other information since then.
Pioneer Venus 2 arrived
days later and divided into
five atmospheric probes, four
the
reached
of
which
smoldering 900-degree
Fahrenheit surface.
Dr. Harold Masursky of the
U.S. Geological Survey said
images constructed from
radar scanning show a 37,000mountain, unoffoot-high
ficially called Maxwell, that
would tower over Earth's
29,028-foot
the
largest,
Everest.

Now Enjoy Our

the

Spaghetti Special

prepared for the commission
the Franklin Research
Center of Philadelphia.

by

ot

."For an aluminum-wired
at
home,- the risk of having
(electrical)
one
least
hazard
-- receptacle reach fire
times

were called to the
scene to drag for Myers' body
which was retrieved after a 20-

counties

Albertson's

bridge to repair his bike, the
other,s crossed the bridge into
Stewart Count",—according to

Aluminum Wiring Poses
Fire Danger To Homes

Soviets Stop
Signals Aimed
At U.S. Embassy

and

motorcycle broke down. While
on the
stopped

start in Austin July 23. The
been
had
originally
trial
scheduled to start today.
Chagra's lawyers, in

off:" --Myers' cycle
struck Albertson and his bike.
The impact of the crash threw

The accident occurred after
a group of four to six motorthe
crossing
were
cycles

is charged with conspiracy to
possess, import and distribute

up several

was

Stewart County, according to
Stewart County- Sheriff David

preside

to

Myers

Albertson and Myers. were
among 200 members of the
motorcycle group camping in

Albertson

on any possible reason for the
killing.
Wood had been presiding

Humeri

for

in

trooper

"goofing

over the trial. of professional
gambler Jimmy Chagra, who

out of
his car and had stepped
shot.
was
it when he
nt
Officers would not comme

United Methodist Women. She

Chutist Falls To
Death During Show
On Memorial Day'

R3.4)-

Police

was set

an "extremely' high rate of
speed on the wrong side of the
road," Byars said.
Members of the gang told
the

bridge

there apparently was no exit
wound.
Was found.
weapon'
Na

Lakeshore Camp Retreat of

will

precede her talk.

Wood

Dale

Carlisle,

of

Tennessee River.

Antonio. However, it was not
known if this was related to his

He was found lying face up.
Police said he had been shot
and
once in the lower back

the

of

director

office

and

Ill.,
23,

Highway

Jun

Byars. Myers
went acrosss the bridge but
returned on his motorcycle at

Patrolman

'County _side) of the Highway'
79 bridge which spans the

developed in
El Paso and other western
Texas cities by the U.S.
Attorney's

Tennessee
Myers, 27, of

Iowa, were killed at 6:45 a.m.,
on the eastern end (Stewart

over drug cases

Hospital.

was

and

Leader,

Commission

congregational
by Mrs. John

Mayfield,

Keithburg,

Pans

at

Bridge

Landing.
Richard E.

death.

Women United, a well-known

adjoining

the

period

Fitzhugh

Wood was dead on arrival at
t
9:30 am. at Northeast Baptis

published by Abingdon Press.

of Hopkinsville. She will speak
on "The Power of Prayer." A

one

Reapers," were killed early
Sunday morning on. the Scott

SAN ANTONIO,Texas(API
— U.S. District Judge John H.
Wood Jr. was shot and killed
today as he stepped from his
car outside his apartment,
police said.

She is a nation-wide leader
and speaker for Church

Relations in Hopkinsville. She
1977
was leader for the

USDA LOUISVILLE,
Cattle 1800: slaughter iteers and betters
bulls l66
higher.
50
1 60.200 lower; cows
lower. slaughter calves and vealers
steady .
lb
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 935-1175
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
60; mixed good and choice 2-4 100)0172
69
in1-3
Calvert City banker and
1300 lb 66.00-89.50: standard and good
Draffen
Luther
900-1230 lb 60 0046.00:
dustrialist
lb
Slaughter heifers choice 24 730-1050
Western
at
Monday
died
73068 tan 50, mixed good and choice 2-4
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
1225 lb 640049 00,
66135Slaughter cows commercial 3-6
He was
5950. utility 1-3 53.00-60 00: high dressing
canner
Draffen,former president of
0040_00.
53
05.50-61 50: cutter 1-2
46664300.
the Calvert City Bank, was
ISlaughter bulls 1380-1596 lb 74.50-77 40,
instrumental in persuading
2 1150-15001b 67 00-73013
175choice
ustrial
veelers
al-ind
and
chemic
Slaughter calves
several
339 lb 90.00406 00; choice calves 300400 lb
firms to locate in Calvert City.
03-85 00. feeder steers choice 300.400 lb
82
66
He also helped convince the
96.00-103 00, 403-600 lb 95 00102 66.500-5
lb 77.5048.00, mixed
Tennessee Valley Authority to lb 90 50-98 00, 600-735
00.
good and choice 300-475 lb 85 0046
build Kentucky Dam.
heifers choice 300-400 lb SI 00-92 75, 400-500
600-670
75.
was hospitalized
lb 86.25-89 00, 500450 lb 78.0044
Draffen
300lb 67 50-74 00. mixed good and choice
at
after a fall two weeks ago
500 lb 75 03-85.00 ,
new
of a
dedication
the
Hogs 1000, barrows and gilts I CO lower.
031-2 396.240 lb 43 50-43 60. 220-250 lb 43
building at Kentucky Dam
43 50. 2-3 390-260 lb 42 50-43 00. 220-215 lb
0
4120-4250. sows 1 00-2 00 lower. 1-2350-40
Wedlb 37 50-38 50. 400-503 lb 38 50-39 50, 500-600
The funeral will be
50-3900.
77
lb
1539 50-40.50 boars over 300
nesday at Filbeck and Cann
Sheep 25, slaughter lambs steady,
Funeral Home at Benton.
choice and prime _90.1b spring 72 00
Insurance.

had

Mischke, Jr.. church pastor.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Mary Virginia Parrish,

Church.
is

an
two

is

Hopkinsville

formerly

Murray. She was a memer of
Baptist
Creek
Sugar

She

Death Penalty
The court set aside the death penalty

District Judge Shot To
Death In San Antonio

in

Fellowship Hall, according to
the Rev. Dr. Walter L.

the

a
which

A police radio report said
officers were seeking a man in.
his late 20s with curly hair and
driving a small red car.
The radio report said Wood
apparently had tried to start

Church

Christian

inspirational
program will be held at the
Methodist
United
First

Power"

died

a

possible witnesses.

community-wide, interdenominational "Hour of

C. D. Morris.

Luther Draffen
Dies Monday At
Paducah Hospital

24 hours a

STACEY ALAN STALLS,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rexie 0.
T. Stalls, Sr.. of Murray.
graduating senior at Murray
High School, was presented
the full one year tuition
scholarship to Murray State
University by the Murray
Lions Club. The presentation
%as made by Randolph Story
for the Lions Club at the last
meeting held at the Holiday
Inn. Stalls' major fields of
study were accounting and
He
processing.
data
represented the Southern
Bible College by playing the
piano for the Mes'senger Choir
in their concert tour through
the Eastern United States. He
is cherch organist and pianist
for the Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church.

A

at 7:30 a.m. at her
home, 17703 Farmer Avenue,

sons, Rodney Eaker, Murray,
and Gary Eaker, Murray
8; mother, Mrs.
Route

their former

firm.

Albertson,

First

auditorium

gang,

ironically calls itself "Grim

'Hour Of Power' To
Be Held At Church

Saturday

Eaker, Murray Route 8; one
daughter, Mrs. Tony (Glenda )
Bayless, Murray Route 8; two

members

Two

of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Gerald

Don

from

Gang Members Killed In Wreck

McClard, were held
Monday at 2 p.m.at the chapel

Morris,

numerous clients from

excluded

phase of the man's trial. At
the same time, the justices left intact
the conviction of a Missouri man —
sentenced to life imprisonment in the
murders of his wife, son and daughter
— who claimed police discovered the
bodies during an unconstitutional
search of his home.
Discrimination Suit
The justices cleared the way for a
trial in a federal lawsuit against North
Carolina charging discrimination
against women and blacks in the state
highway patrol. The state had contended the U.S. attorney general had no
authority to file the suit without
referral from the Equal Employment
Opportimity Commission.
gentencing

attorneys, who resigned to form their
own partnership, of trying to steal

fair-trial

whether

of

impermissibly

communicating with their former law
firm's clients. The firm had accused the

un-

the

over

defendant had made to police about
each other, even though none of the
defendants took the witness stand.

Vessie

Sugar Creek Quartet.
were
Pallbearers

issue

divided

rights were violated when the jury was
read incriminating statements each

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. McClard

Serving as pallbearers are
Emery, Dan Grimes,
Solon Bucy, Garvin Phillips,

deeply

derlying
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